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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1954, in the first of a well known series of papers on 
infinite soluble groups, P. Hall [8] demonstrated the existence of a 
dichotomy which distinguishes the property 'max-n' for finitely 
generated soluble groups. In subsequent work, he went on to 
introduce and discuss other dichotomies distinguishing 
group-theoretical properties. The aim of this thesis will be to 
extend some of these dichotomies, using the methods and results of 
the theory of varieties of groups. 
Hall described his dichotomies in terms of what he called 
commutator-subgroup functions. Since, however, our interests will 
lie with varieties, and since the language of varieties is probably 
more natural in this context, we shall rephrase.the result in 
varietal terms. Hall defined then, in [8], a special class of 
soluble varieties of groups (which we shall call the class of Hall 
varieties), which is precisely the class of varieties obtainable 
from the trivial variety by commutation. He then noted that a Hall 
variety is either abelian by nilpotent or contains the variety of 
all centre by metabelian groups. Finally, he showed that all 
finitely generated abelian by nilpotent groups have max-n and that 
there are finitely generated centre by metabelian groups that do not 
have max-n . Hence, in this way, this dichotomy of Hall varieties 
distinguishes the property 'max-n' . 
Consider the partially ordered set of Hall varieties. If P 
is a property of Hall varieties which is inherited by subvarieties, 
then those varieties with P will form an ideal and those which do 
not satisfy P will form a dual ideal. It is not difficult to see, 
in fact, that this partially ordered set has the minimal condition, 
and so that each dual ideal is generated by its minimal elements. 
In this language, the results of Hall show that, if P is the 
property 'locally max-n' , then the Hall variety of all centre by 
metabelian groups is the only minimal non-P element and that the 
dual ideal of Hall varieties with P is generated by the abelian by 
nilpotent Hall varieties. 
When we attempt to establish results of this kind for arbitrary 
varieties of soluble groups, as we shall do in this thesis, we do 
not retain the minimal condition, and so we can no longer guarantee 
the existence of any, let alone enough, minimal elements of the type 
we describe. However, the special conditions of most of the 
problems we consider allow us to show that the relevant dual ideals 
are generated by their minimal elements. (In fact, we show in 
2.3.10 that it is sufficient that the relevant ideal be generated 
by a set of finitely based varieties.) We remark that the essential 
problem we encounter in extending these dichotomies of Hall, is to 
establish suitable generators for these ideals and dual ideals. It 
then usually follows from known group-theoretical results that the 
dichotomy distinguishes the relevant property. 
Before we describe our results, we shall require some notation. 
We denote by A the varieties of all abelian groups of exponent n =n 
[where if n = 0 , we write A^ as A ]. We denote by ^ the 
variety of all nilpotent groups of class at most c and by C^ the 
voftfe-tv TED 6V rue UA-T i viTi-v p ^ e ^ o-ixoop OF (^ AWK a. OF rue-
variety of all centre by metabelian groups with derived group of 
prime exponent p (or exponent 4 , if p = 2 ). The product of 
two varieties will be denoted, as usual, by juxtaposition. The 
class of finitely generated groups will be written G and the 
class of torsion-free groups T . 
The first dichotomy of Hall varieties which we shall consider 
is that which divides Hall varieties into the classes 
{N I C is a natural number} and {V | V ^ A^} [A^ = M ) . Hall 
noted this dichotomy in [11] and pointed out that it distinguishes, 
for finitely generated soluble groups, each of the properties of 
nilpotence, finite presentation, polycyclicity or max (the last 
two, of course, being equivalent for soluble groups). 
The initial•impetus for the study of extensions of this 
dichotomy came from the dichotomies that emerged from the known 
results on metabelian varieties (in particular, the classification 
of metabelian varieties of exponent zero, due to L.G. Kovacs and 
M.F. Newman, given here as 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). It appeared that the 
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varieties A A , A.A , AA A (p and q not necessarily =p=q = p = = p ' = ^ 
distinct primes) determine particularly important dichotomies and the 
question naturally arose as to whether they also determine similar 
dichotomies for soluble varieties in general. In this direction, 
^ 2 
A.L. Smel'kin'[26] had shown that A retained its role, at least 
for nilpotent by abelian varieties,- for such a variety is finite 
exponent by nilpotent by finite exponent precisely if it does not 
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contain A . Also, it is well known that any soluble variety is 
nilpotent precisely if it does not contain any of the varieties 
A A • is interesting, although possibly irrelevant, to note 
that the varieties listed above are precisely the metabelian varieties 
which are products of two irreducible varieties.) 
We shall describe our extensions of this Hall dichotomy in the 
following form: 
we list, for each extension, three classes P, Q. and R . P 
is a property of a soluble variety; Q. is a set of generators for 
the ideal of varieties with P ; R is a set of minimal non-P 
varieties which generates the relevant dual ideal. 
Thus each result may be stated as: 
let ^ be a soluble variety. Then ^ is a subvariety of a 
variety of Q. and has P , if and only if ^ contains no variety 
from R . 
Then we have the following, where k, £ and c are natural 
numbers, p and q are prime numbers, and when we write, for 
example, , we. take this to mean the set of all varieties 
obtainable by allowing k, t and c to take all possible values. 
P (I R 
jC I 2 A) 6 A T A V has max Aj^Aj^ 4 > 
A') G A V has max N^^ 
/ B) T A V is nilpotent A, N AA — — p 
B') V is nilpotent ^ A^^ 
(The last result is well known - we do not prove it in this thesis 
and include it here only because it appears to belong with the 
results we have proved.) 
In the case of A), we have not been able to establish that A 
is the only variety in R . In Chapter however, we shall show 
that any other variety in R has the following properties: 
•iJ it is not generated hy the finite groups it contains; 
ii) it is a subvariety of AN^A ; 
i i i j it is not metanilpotent. 
The 'pathological' nature of such a varie'ty depends» of course, 
largely on iJ; it appears to be an open question whether soluble 
varieties satisfying i ) exist at all. We note that Narain Gupta 
[5] has also proved Hi)\ his methods being quite different. We 
shall prove A') and B) in Chapter 3. In fact we shall show that 
similar dichotomies hold in an even more general situation than that 
of soluble varieties alone. Finally, we note that the property 
'max' may be replaced by 'finitely related' in the statements of 
A) and A'). 
The second dichotomy of Hall varieties we consider is the one 
which distinguishes max-n . Although this one involves 
considerably more complication than the previous one and, 
consequently, our results are less complete, there seems to be no 
reason why a set of results paralleling those we have given above 
should not hold. We shall, however, consider only the problem 
parallel to A'); that is, we shall be interested in describing a 
dichotomy which distinguishes the property 'locally max-n' (we 
denote this property by P ). As before, to describe this dichotomy 
we must identify the minimal non-P varieties, show that they 
generate the dual ideal of non-P varieties, and also find a 
suitable generating set for the ideal of varieties with P . 
The first problem, then, is to establish a likely set of 
minimal non-P varieties. For this, we turn to the examples of 
finitely generated soluble groups which do not have max-n , given 
by Hall in [8]. He gives, for each prime p , an example of such a 
group in C^ . Also it appears . that, among the examples of finitely 
generated soluble groups which do not have max-n that are known to 
us, each generates a variety that contains one of these examples of 
Hall. Thus the ^^ appear to be a reasonable first guess as the 
set of minimal non-P varieties. 
In Chapter 5, we shall show that this choice is correct at 
least for soluble, centre extended by abelian by nilpotent by finite 
exponent varietiesThat is, we shall show that, the dual ideal of 
non-P varieties in the partially ordered set of such varieties is 
generated by its minimal elements, which are just the ^^ , and that 
the set 
£ 
AN^ A]^ - c, k., t are natural numbers| generates the ideal 
of varieties with P . Evidently, having established this dichotomy, 
we may replace the property 'max-n' by any other group-theoretical 
property (for example, 'residual finiteness'), which is known to 
hold for finitely generated abelian by nilpotent by finite groups 
and for which there are counterexamples in each C^ . 
These results extend some theorems of C.K. Gupta, N.D. Gupta 
and A.H. Rhemtulla [5]. In this paper, they show, for centre by 
metabelian varieties^ the first half of our result above; that is, 
they show that the ^^ are generators of the dual ideal dichotomising 
either max-n or residual finiteness. (Our results were obtained 
largely independently of theirs, although we are indebted to thern 
for a technique we use in Chapter 5.) In Chapter 6, we extend their 
results in a different direction by showing that they are, in fact, 
true for all metanilpotent varieties. To rescue these results from 
the rather complicated language in which they are, by now, framed, 
we show that all the finitely generated groups of a metanilpotent 
variety will have max-n precisely if the variety contains none of 
the varieties C =P 
Finally, we point out that there are many more easily 
established dichotomies of Hall varieties. It would be surprising 
if these were not to prove useful in the study of soluble varieties 
in general. 
(The results of Chapter M- have appeared in my paper, "On 
varieties of soluble groups", Bull, Austral. Math. Soo. 5 (1971), 
95-109.) 
CHAPTER 2 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1 Notation 
The basis for the notation and terminology of this thesis will 
be Hanna Neumann's book [19]. In particular, any unexplained term 
will have the meaning ascribed to it there. However, owing to 
alterations in current usage, and, in some cases, to personal 
preference, there will be a number of differences between our 
notation and that of [19]. Therefore, in this section and in the 
preliminary work of the following two sections, we shall briefly 
outline the main details of notation and terminology that we shall 
use. 
We shall use capital Roman letters for groups and small Roman 
letters for elements of groups. E will represent every trivial 
group and e the identity element of every group. (Occasionally, 
such as when working with the additive group of a module, we shall 
have occasion to use additive notation and then E, e will be 
replaced by 0, o .) Doubly underlined Roman capitals (to replace 
the German capitals used in [19]) will be used to represent 
varieties and the trivial variety will be denoted ^ . 
We shall use £ for the field of rational numbers, ^ for the 
ring of rational integers and II for the set of natural numbers (by 
which we mean the set of positive integers). If n f ^  , _Z/(n) 
will denote the ring of residues modulo n . If n is a prime 
number, p say, then Z/(p) is the Galois field with p elements 
which we shall denote QF(p) . The multiplicative identity of all 
these entities will be represented by 1 . Finally, mappings and 
functions will be represented by small Greek letters. 
2.2 Groups 
If G is a group and H is a subgroup of G , we write 
H 5 G ; if H is a normal subgroup of G , we write H 2 G . The 
index of H in G is denoted by |G : H| . If A is a set with 
elements either subgroups, subsets or elements of G , then we shall 
write gPj^CA) (respectively, nsgp^CA)) for the subgroup of G 
(respectively, the normal subgroup of G) generated by the elements 
of A . Where no confusion is likely to arise, we shall omit the 
subscript G . We shall say that G is torsion-free if no element 
of G , except the identity, has finite order. 
If g, h are elements of G , we shall write the conjugate 
h~^gh of g by h as g^ and the commutator g \ ^gh as 
[g, h] . If H, K are subgroups of G , then [H, K] will denote 
gP. ({[h, k] I h e H, k f K}) . If gi» Sn are elements of 
G , we define the left-normed commutator [g^, g j of weight 
n inductively by 
LgJ = g-
Lgi 5 • • • > g n 1' • • • ' ®n-lJ ' ^ n g. 
and similarly we define [h^, •••. HJ , where H^, ...» H^ are 
subgroups of G , by 
10 
[HJ = H. 
The expression [g^, eg ] (c N) is defined inductively by 
.g^, ^g^l " [§!» §2! fel' ^ fel' (c-Dg^], g 
c > 1 ; again a similar notation holds for [h^, cH^] . 
if 
As we 
shall use commutator identities largely under special conditions, we 
shall introduce most of them later, as we need them. We do, 
however, note three of the most widely used ones here: 
if g, h, k f G , then 
[gh, k] = [g, k][g, k, h][h, k] = [g, k]^[h, k] 
[g. hk] = [g, k][g, h][g, h, k] = [g. k][g, h]^ 
[g, h] = [h, g] - 1 
If H < G , the centraliser of H in G will be written 
C^(H) and we shall abbreviate C^(G) - that is, the centre of G b b 
by Z(G) . The terms of the upper central series of G will be 
written Z^(G) (i f N) - so that Z^(G) = Z(G) . It is easy to 
see that an element g of G lies in Z^(G) if and only if 
"g. g^j g j = e for every g^ g^ in G . We shall 
denote the (i+l)th term of the lower central series by N.(G) and =1 
the i'th term of the derived series by A (G) so that 
G = ^ ( G ) = A^'CG) We shall usually denote the derived group of 
11 
G , however, by G' rather than use either of the two notations 
suggested above. 
Suppose that A is an abelian normal subgroup of G . Then G 
acts on A by conjugation and, in the usual way, this gives A a 
structure as a _ZG-module [in fact, even as a A)]-module) . 
Thus, if a f A , k^, . . . , k^ f _Z , and g^, ..., g^ f G , then 
kj^ g^ t. . . +k g 
k^g^ + .., + k^g^ f ^ G and a " ^ will represent 
n k . g. "I—r 1 i a . I f , further, A has finite exponent n , A has a 
i=l 
[z/(n))G-module structure and, of course, if A has prime exponent 
p , A has a GF(p)G-module structure. We shall frequently use the 
notation a ^ ^ without further reference to the module 
structure, apart from an indication as to which of the above sets 
the k^ belong to when there is a possibility of ambiguity. 
If G is an arbitrary group, we define the Fitting subgroup of 
G to be the product of all the nilpotent normal subgroups of G . 
Although the following lemma is well known, we include a proof for 
purposes of comparison with the similar, but lesser known, result of 
2.3.2. 
2.2.1 LEMMA. If G is a soluble group and N is its Fitting 
subgroup3 then C^CN) 5 N . 
Proof. Write C = C^(N) and suppose that C ^ N . Then CN/N b 
IS non -trivial and soluble. Thus there is a normal subgroup A of 
12 
G such that N < A 5 CN and A/N is abelian. Hence 
A = A n CN = ( A n C)N (using the modular law for normal subgroups). 
Then» if B = A n C » B < G and [B', B] < [N, C] = E . Thus B 
is nilpotent and so B < N . Hence A = (A n C)N = BN = N , 
contradicting the choice of A and so proving the lemma. 
The following two lemmas give criteria for the nilpotency of a 
group. The first is a sharp, in fact the best possible, version of 
the well known result of P. Hall [10]; it is due to A.G.R. Stewart 
[27]. 
2.2.2 LEMMA. Suppose that a normal subgroup N of a group G 
is nilpotent of class c and that G/N' is nilpotent of alass d . 
Then G is nilpotent of class at most cd + (c-l)(d-l) . 
The second of these two lemmas, which may be regarded as the 
torsion-free counterpart of 2.2.2, appears as Lemma 5 in A.L. 
Smel'kin [26]: it is described there as well known and included 
without proof. Since we are not aware of a proof in the literature, 
we include one here. 
If N is a nilpotent, torsion-free group and L is a subgroup 
of N , we shall say that L is isolated if whenever x f N and, 
for some n f N , x^ f L , then x f L . It is then not difficult 
to show that the intersection of isolated subgroups is isolated and 
so that, for each subgroup M of N , there is a least isolated 
subgroup of N containing M , which we shall call the isolator of 
M in N and write • If M is normal in N , then Ij^(M)/M 
is evidently the torsion subgroup of N/M and so ^^ also 
13 
normal in M . Similarly if M is characteristic (respectively, 
fully invariant) in N , then so also is . 
N 
2.2.3 LEMMA. Suppose that N is a torsion-free nilpotent 
group of class c ^ that is a normal subgroup of a group G and 
that is nilpotent of olass d . Then G is nilpotent of 
class at most cd + (c-l)(d-l) . 
Proof. We form the Mal'cev completion N'« of N (see Theorem 
4.8 of Michel Lazard [15] for a definition of N" and a proof of 
its existence). Then N" is also nilpotent of class c (see, 
for example, Corollary 15,3 of Gilbert Baumslag [1]). We shall also 
require the following result, which follows immediately from Theorem 
4.10 of Michel Lazard [15]: 
There exists a monomorphism a : Aut N ^^  Aut N" such that, if 
u € Aut N , then the restriction of ua to N coincides with 
u . 
Now G , as an extension of N by G/N , is determined by a 
map p : G/N Aut N and a factor set {(u, v) | u, v f (G/N)^ 
(see, for example, 15.1.1 of Marshall Hall [7]). Then we consider 
the map pa : G/N Aut N>> and the factor set 
r) vt. TvAE eMBEOOiNGr . 
{(U, 
v)r|| u, v f (G/N)pef} defined by—(ua, va) ~ (u, v ) — 
V (—(G/N)p . It is easily verified (for example, by the criteria 
of 15.1.1 of [7]) that these define an extension, G" say, of N" 
and that G can be embedded in G" in such a way that GN" = G" 
and G n N" = N . Now N" is a group with unique extraction of 
roots, by Theorem 13.6 of Gilbert Baumslag [1], and also (N")' is 
complete, by Theorem 14.5 of Gilbert Baumslag [1]. Hence (N-)' is 
14 
isolated in N" and so, trivially, (N")' n N is isolated in N . 
Thus, since N' 5 (N''*)' n N , Ij^(N') < (N»'0' n N . 
In view of 2.2.2 and the fact that N'^'* has class c , it will 
suffice to show that G-/(N")' has class at most d . Now 
is generated by all left normed commutators of weight 
d + 1 . In fact, using the commutator identities given in an 
earlier part of this section, it is easy to see that 
is generated as a normal subgroup of G"/(N'0' by all left normed 
commutators of weight d + 1 with entries from an arbitrary 
generating set of G'«/(N'0' (of. 34.21 of [19]). Since 
G" = GN" , G(N")'/(N")'U N-V(N'0' is such a generating set and we 
shall show that all left-normed commutators of weight d + 1 with 
entries from this set are trivial. 
Now G(N'0'/(N'0' = G/G n (N-)' and so, since 
G n (N-'O' ^ N n (N-O ' » G(N")'/(N")' is nilpotent of 
class at most d . Thus, if one of our left-normed commutators 
contains entries from G(N")'/(N")' only, it will be trivial. 
Also, since N"/(N''0' is an abelian normal subgroup of G"/(N''0' j 
if two or more of the entries come from N"/(N«'0' it will again be 
trivial. Thus we need only consider commutators of the type 
g^, n, g.^^, g j , where g^, • • • , g^ ^ GCN^ '') '/(N^^)' 
and n f NV(N''0' . 
As N''> is a completion of N , n^ f N(N''0 '/(N-'O ' < G(N''0 '/(N''0 ' 
for some k ^ N and so, as we have remarked above, 
= e . 
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Expanding this commutator by means of our commutator identities, we 
deduce that 
Ik c = e 
where c is a product of left-normed commutators each of which 
involves at least two entries from N'''/(N")' and so is trivial. 
Thus ^g^j g^, n» •••» gj^ ] is an element of finite order 
in the torsion-free group N'V(N")' and so is trivial. Hence all 
left-normed commutators of weight d + 1 with entries from the 
chosen generating set are trivial and the proof of the theorem 
follows. 
It is well known that a finitely generated nilpotent group has 
a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. We shall next prove a 
generalisation of this result which applies to arbitrary nilpotent 
groups. If G is an arbitrary group, we denote the subgroup 
generated by all k'th powers (k e of elements of G by 
2.2.4 LEMMA. Let he a nilpotent group of class c with a 
torsion subgroup T of finite exponent^ m say. Then^ for some 
natural number k ^ is torsion-free, —k 
Proof. Step 1. Suppose firstly that c 5 2 and N' 5 T . 
Let a» b f N . Then, since N has class at most 2 , 
(ab)^ = a V C b . 
for any natural number n . Hence, since [b, a] f N' , which has 
16 
exponent dividing m , the map of N defined by T : a a^"^ will 
be an endomorphism of N with kernel T and image B (N) . Hence 
=2m 
= N/T which is torsion-free and so the lemma is proved in 
this case. 
Step 2. Suppose now that N' < T and N has class c . Step 
1 enables us to commence an inductive proof and so we may suppose 
that , that is , is torsion-free 
for some natural number £ . Thus 
[b^(N))' 5 B^(N) n N' < n T 5 n 5 
B_^(N) n Z ( N ) 5 Z[b_^(N)) . 
Hence B^^(N) has class at most 2 and [b^CN)) ' 5 ^^(N) n T , the 
torsion-subgroup of B^^(N) . We may now apply step 1 to show that, 
for some k f N , , and so Ij^^CN) , is torsion-free, 
completing the proof of the lemma in this case. 
Step 3. We claim that, if N satisfies the conditions of the 
lemma, then the torsion subgroup of N / Z _-|(N) has finite exponent o ^ 
dividing m . For, let a N , n t N and suppose that 
a^ f Z _-|(N) . Then, for all sequences b , b of elements C X J- C"" _L 
of N , a , b^, ..., -I n = e . Thus L^jb b J = e X C"" _L 
and so [a, b^^, f T . Hence 
a, b^, ..., -im m a , b^, .... = e 
17 
and so a"^  f Z _,(N) , proving our claim. O J_ 
Step 4. We are now ready to complete the proof of the lemma by 
induction on c . The case c = 1 was included in step 1. As the 
torsion subgroup, T n Z (N) » of Z (N) is certainly of finite 
C"" X C _L 
exponent, we may apply the induction hypothesis to show that there 
is a natural number j such that is torsion-free. 
Now ^ N and, since by step 3 the torsion subgroup of 
N/ Z (N) has finite exponent, so also does that of c ^ 
N/Ij . Since N' < , N/B^ (N)) c-1 
I 
has finite 
exponent. Thus we may apply step 2 to show that, for some natural 
number i , B. > ==i N/B. , that is 
is torsion-free. Since B^ . [Z _-|(N)] is torsion-free, this implies D c 1 
that so is B^(N) .B^ j , and therefore also, B^(N) , 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
We shall say that a group G has 
max (respectively, max—n) 
if the subgroups (respectively, the normal subgroups) of G satisfy 
the maximal condition. Similarly, if H < G , we shall say that H 
has max-G if the normal subgroups of G contained in H satisfy 
the maximal condition. It follows that G has max if and only if 
each subgroup of G is finitely generated and that similar comments 
hold for max-n and max-G . The following two results, which we 
offer without proof, are well known and are included here for easier 
18 
reference. They appear as Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 of P. Hall [8], in 
a slightly different form. 
2.2.5 LEMMA. Suppose that G is a group and that H 3 G . 
I f G/H and H hath have max ov both have max-n ^ then G also 
has this property. I f G/H has max-n and H has max-G ^ then 
G has max-n . 
2.2.6 PROPOSITION. A finitely generated abelian by nilpotent 
group has max-n . 
The wreath product construction is of great importance in 
dealing with product varieties of groups. Since, however, our 
interest in this construction is not a deep one, we refer to 2.2 of 
[19] and the references given there for a definition of the wreath 
product and the terminology and basic results concerning it. 
We shall also find occasion to use a lesser known generalisation 
of the (restricted) wreath product due to B.H. Neumann - the crown 
product. Let G, H be groups and consider G wr H . Let K be a 
subgroup of Z(G) . Denote by N the set of all those elements (j) 
(H) of the base group, G , with the properties 
({)(h) f K for all h f H , and 
(p(h) = e . 
hfH 
Then N ^ G wr H and we define the crown product G cr^ H of G K 
and H with amalgamated subgroup K to be (G wr H)/N . Thus, 
19 
(H) 
intuitively, the direct product, G , in the wreath product is 
replaced by the relevant central product in the crown product. We 
shall be interested only in cases in which K = Z(G) and we shall 
then write the crown product G cr H , omitting the subscript K . 
Finally, we reserve some notation for groups that we shall use 
frequently: 
C(n) is the cyclic group of order n , 
C(°°) is the infinite cyclic group, 
Tp - with p an odd prime - is the non-abelian group of order 
3 p and exponent p , 
IS THE omeoff-f^ u c-RouP OF op^ oeP. 8. 
T^ will denote an arbitrary, but fixed-^  nonabolian group of 
order—8- . 
2.3 Varieties 
We refer, once more, to Hanna Neumann's book [19] for basic 
results concerning varieties of groups. We shall define a variety, 
after [19], as the class of all groups satisfying each one of a 
given set of laws. We do, of course, encounter immediate problems 
as a variety is a proper class. As usual, this problem will be 
bypassed by noting the one-to-one correspondence, which is 
described in 14.31 of [19], between varieties and verbal subgroups 
of an absolutely free group of countably infinite rank. We may then 
freely apply set-theoretical operations to varieties, without 
further comment, relying on our ability to transfer these operations 
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to operations on the relevant verbal subgroups of a free group. 
We shall denote the word group (of infinite rank) - in the 
sense of 1.2 of [19] - by X and the distinguished generating set 
of X (the 'alphabet' of X) by x^, x^, x^, ... . If V is a 
variety, then the (relatively) free group of countably infinite rank 
(respectively, of finite rank n) will be written F (V) OO = 
(respectively, . If G is an arbitrary group, the verbal 
subgroup of G corresponding to V will be written V(G) and the 
variety generated by G will be written var G . We shall say that 
V is torsion-free if, for some torsion-free group G , V = var G . 
Of the commonly used operations on varieties, we refer to 
15.82 of [19] for the two basic ones of join (v) and intersection 
(A) . We recall the definition of the product ^ of two varieties 
U and ^ , as the class of all groups G with a normal subgroup H 
such that H f U and G/H ^ V . If U = V we shall frequently 
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write ^ = ^  and similarly for higher powers. We define the 
commutator [U, V] of £ and V as the class of all those groups 
G for which [U(G), V(G)] = E . 
We shall now reserve some notation for the following, 
frequently occuring, varieties: 
^ is the variety of all abelian groups, 
B is the variety of all groups of finite exponent dividing 
n , 
A = A A B , =n = =n ' 
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N^ is the variety of all nilpotent groups of class at most c 
(so that ^^ = A i we shall usually use the latter). 
T = var T p 
^ A N^ if p is an odd prime, 
I4 ^ I2 if P = 2 , 
^ '^r ' 2i £p - A — ^ J — p — i s primc'. 
2.3.1 LEMMA iaf. 2.3 of Peter M. Neumann [21]). Let F be a 
relatively free group of infinite rank and suppose that N is a 
fully invariant subgroup of F . Then C^(V) is fully invariant. 
Proof. Suppose that {y^ | n f is a free generating set of 
F . Let c f Cp(V) and let a be an endomorphism of F . 
Evidently it will be sufficient to show that, if v f V , then 
[ca, v] = e . 
Now c may be written using only a finite number of generators 
of F i suppose that c f gp(yj^ » •••» y^} • Define the 
endomorphisms 3 and y of f t)y' 
3 : y^ ^ ^i+n (i ^ N) > ^ ^^ 
Y : y^ y^a if i < n 
Y : y . H - y . if i > n . -'i-n 
We note that 3y is the identity automorphism and that cy = ca 
Thus 
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[ca, v] [cy, v3y] = [c, v3]y = e 
as v3 f V , and the lemma is proved. 
We shall need the concept of a verbal Fitting subgroup of a 
group G . This is defined as the product of all nilpotent verbal 
subgroups of G . (The parallel with the 'normal' Fitting subgroup 
is obvious.) 
2.3.2 LEMMA. If F is a soluble, relatively free group of 
infinite rank and N is its verbal Fitting subgroup, then 
C^(N) 5 N . 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of 2.2.1, to which we 
refer. Firstly, we use 2.3.1 to show that C^(N) is verbal in F . 
Then we may repeat the proof of that lemma, replacing 'normal' by 
'verbal' throughout (and, of course, G by F ). 
The following result, quoted here as 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 and due to 
L.G. Kovacs and M.F. Newman, is of great importance in this thesis. 
Although we shall not need it in the full generality, we quote the 
result as it appears in 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 of R.A. Bryce [3]. 
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2.3.3 PROPOSITION. Let ^ be a proper subvariety of ^ . 
Then there exists a unique torsion-free variety ^ and a unique 
natural number n ^ suah that 
V = X V L ^ k ^ L 
where Z finite eccponent. 
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2.3.4 PROPOSITION. The varieties N ^ A A^ ARE torsion-free 
and goin-irreduoihle. Every torsion-free proper subvariety of A^ 
can he uniquely expressed as an irredundant goin of some of these 
torsion-free goin irreducihles. 
The following lemma provides an example of how this detailed 
knowledge of metabelian varieties of exponent zero may be used to 
give results applying to a wider range of varieties. 
2.3.5 LEMMA. Let n and I he natural numbers and V a 
variety such that A^ ^ for every prime divisor p o/" n . 
Then there exists a natural number m (depending only on n, £ and 
I Vj such that J whenever H ^ G k and H C A A B , B (G) — — — ==n > =:ni 
centralises H . 
Proof. It follows from 2.3.3 that ^ 1 - A v ^  for some 
natural number k . We use this to prove, by induction on £ , that 
Z t-1 
the lemma is valid with m = k n . I f £ = l , let H be an 
abelian normal subgroup, of exponent n , of a group G of ^ , let 
g f G , and let K = gp(H, g) ; then K ^ A ^ A V £ A v ^  and so 
K satisfies the common law of A and ^ ; in 
particular, g centralises H . Thus in this case l^CG) 
centralises H . For the inductive step, suppose that _B ^ (^G) 
I centralises H whenever H A A ^  and H ^ G f V : we claxm 
1+1 -t-hat B CG) centralises H whenever H ^ A A B and ^ =kmn ~ ^ 
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H 3 G f V . For, if G and H are as in this claim, then B (G) 
— =m 
centralises H' and B^(G/H') , that is ^ ^ ( G ) H V H ' , centralises 
H/E' , so that B. (G) centralises both H/H' and H' . Now if 
km 
h ^ H and g f G , then h^ = hh^ for some h^ in H' and 
kmn 
g ri 
h^ = hh^ = h . Thus ^^^^(G) centralises H , as required. 
We shall now translate the group theoretical result of 2.2.3 
into varietal terms. 
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2.3.5 LEMMA. Let ^ be a variety such that A $ X •» ^^^ 
t be a natural number. Then there is a bound on the nilpotenoy 
I class of the torsion-free nilpotent groups of ^ A ^ . 
Proof. For 1 = 1 the claim is trivial. For 1 = 2 it 
follows from 2.3.4: let d be a bound on the class of torsion-free 
2 
nilpotent groups-of A A ^ . Suppose, therefore, that every 
I 
torsion-free nilpotent group in ^ A ^^ is of class at most c , 
1+1 
and let N be a torsion-free nilpotent group in A A V . Since 
N' f A'^  A V , the class of N' is at most c . Denote , [a^(N)) 
by I . Then N/I is metabelian and (N/I)' = N'/I is 
torsion-free. Let T/I be the torsion subgroup of N/I . Then 
T n N' 5 1 and N/I is the subdirect product of N/I/N'/I and 
N/I/T/I . However, the former is abelian and the latter is 
t o r s i o n - f r e e and metabelian and therefore has class bounded by d . 
Thus N/I has class bounded by d . By 2.2.3, N has class 
bounded by cd + (c-l)(d-l) and the lemma follows. 
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We now give a number of results, concerning product varieties, 
which utilise the wreath product construction. We refer for the 
proof of the first to 17.6 and 22.43 of [19]. 
2.3.7 LEMMA. If ^ is generated by a group G j then 
G wr C(°°) generates ^ . 
The following lemma was inspired by Lemma 2.2 of Peter M. 
Neumann [20] and may be regarded as an 'upside-down' version of 
that result. 
2.3.8 LEMMA. Let G he a group which generates the variety 
^ and let A be an infinite set of natural numbers. Let 
{H^ I n e a} be a set of groups with the following property: 
there is a normal subgroup L^ of H^ and an epimorphism 
\ : L ^ G and an element h of H . suoh thatj, if n denotes n n n n n 
the restriction to L^ of the inner automorphism induced by h^ ^ 
then the epimorphisms n^A^ : L^ ^ G (0 < i 5 n) are independent 
in the sense that^ whenever g^ g^ is a sequence of elements 
of G J there exists an element I of L^ such that 
= g. (0 < i < n) . n n 
Then ^ < var{H^ | n f A} . 
(Note: The purpose of this rather unwieldy looking lemma is to deal 
with the case where L^ has a normal subgroup K^ - the kernel of 
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n h;; 
- such that L / fl K ^ is isomorphic to a direct power of G . 
i=0 
The epimorphisms n^A^ give the canonical epimorphisms onto the 
direct factors and their independence expresses the fact that the 
above quotient is indeed a direct power.) 
Proof. Let w = w(x^ x^) be a word which is not a law 
VA . It will evidently suffice to show, for some n f A , that 
w is not a law of H^ . Now the independence of the epimorphisms 
^n^n ^"^Pl^^s that h^ has order at least n + 1 . Since A is an 
infinite set, A 5 var{H^ | n f A} and we may suppose that w 6 X' . 
Let C = gp(c) be an infinite cyclic group. Then, by 2.3.8, 
G wr C generates M . Hence w is not a law of G wr C and 
therefore there is a homomorphism ^ : X G wr C such that 
wC ^ e . Suppose that ? : x^ c^ .^^ c^})^  where s(i) (• _Z and (p^  
is an element of the base group of G wr C . Define 6 : X X by 
6 : X . ^ x ^ ^ ^ ^ x . , 
1 1 1+1 
and : X ^ G wr C by 
: x^ c , x^ >^ (i ^ 1) . 
Then = C and so wS^' t e . Now, by 22.34 of [19], 
w6 = w(xj_, . . . , x^)6 = w 1 ""l ""r+l 
= w 
s(l) s(r) 
j=l 
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where £(j) = ± 1 , 1 5 i(j) 5 r , k(j) f Z . But, since w f X' , 
w X .s(l) 1 , X. 
s(r) = e 
Hence 
= I (p.;^. 
j = l i(j) 
^ e 
and so, for some c'^  f C , 
t 
j = l ^i(j) 
r '"'I [c j = 
j=i 
Denote - min ({k(j)}) by a and max 
D j 
({kCj)}) by b and let 
n be an element of A such that n ^ a+b . We shall show that w 
is not a law of H^ ; to ease notation we shall drop the subscript 
n . For each prdered pair of integers u, v satisfying 1 < u 5 r , 
r. ^  ^ J X ( m+a-v 0 2 V < n define g = (b c Then, using the independence 
condition on the n A , there exist, for each u , elements in 
L such that 
£ n'^ A = g = (t> m+a-v ) • 
Define T : X ^ H by 
T : x^ H- h 
: X. I. , (2 < i < r+1) 
1 1 - 1 
: X. H- e 1 otherwise. 
Then 
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w 6 t = 
j = l 
T = 
j = l 
Hence 
w6Tri A = 
t . . s, k( j ) 
j = l 
t 
'i(j) 
n A 
j = l 
^i(j)^ A 
£(j) 
e( j ) ,'__^m+a-a-k( j ) 
j ) ) 
j = l 
= e . 
Thus w6t e and so w is not a law of H , completing the proof. 
For the purposes of the next lemma we make the following 
convention: 
if X , y are elements of the word group X and 
f(x) = a X + . . . + a^ + . . . + a x'^  is an element of zfgp(x) 
-m 0 m 
f (x) 
then we define y to be 
1 1 
m a.x a.x 
y , where, if i < j , y 
i=-m 
a . X 
occurs before y ^ in the product. As y does not necessarily 
commute with its conjugates, _z(gp(x)) is not necessarily a set of 
operators on X . Whenever we apply the lemma, however, this 
convention will admit a natural interpretation. 
2.3.9 LEMMA. Let f (x ] he an element of _Z gp [x ) and let 
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d e A (X) . Then 
f x 
i ) if d is a law of A^ ^ n is a factor of 
i i ) if 
X 3 2 d is a tab) of A ^ = 0 • 
y Proof, i;. By 2.3./, A ^ is generated by C(n) wr C(«>) . 
Suppose that c is a generator of the top group of this wreath 
product and b is a generator of a coordinate subgroup of the base 
group. We remark that the base group is then a free 
_Z/(n) (gp(c)]-module which is freely generated by b . Let 
T : X C(n) wr C(°°) be the homomorphism defined by T : x^ h- b , 
x^ ^  c , Xg c , x^ e (i ^ 1, 2, 3) . Then 
(c-l)f(c) T = b and therefore, since the above 
(c-l)f(c) element of X is a law of ^ A , b = e . But, by our remark 
above, it follows that n is a factor of (c-l)f(c) and so, as is 
easily seen, a factor of f(c) . Thus n is a factor of f (x } , O 
as required. The proof of i i ) is similar and we omit it. 
Further, we describe a method which will, under certain 
conditions, provide us with minimal counterexamples. We give this 
as 
2.3.10 LEMMA. Suppose that A is a set of finitely based 
3Q 
varieties and that for all V 6 A } . Then each 
element of ^ contains a minimal element of fi . 
Proof. By Zorn's lemma, it is sufficient to show that fi 
contains the meet of each descending chain of its elements. 
Recalling the correspondence between varieties and verbal subgroups 
of X , we may define sets A" and fi" , of verbal subgroups of 
X , corresponding to A and fi . Then we must show that, if 
U k A'< , U cannot be contained in the union of any ascending chain 
of elements of . Now U is finitely generated as a verbal 
subgroup of X and any finite subset of the union of a chain must 
lie in some term of the chain. Hence, if U were contained in such 
a union, U would be contained in some term, contradicting the 
definition of . 
2.3.11 LEMMA. Let G he a group with torsion-free derived 
group. Then var G is either abelian or torsion-free. 
Proof. If G is not abelian, it is not of finite exponent and 
so ^ 5 var G . Thus, if we write V = (var G)(X) , V < X' . Let 
u^ 6 V for some elements u of X and n of N ; then, since 
X/X' is torsion-free, u ^ X' . If a is an arbitrary 
homomorphism a : X ^ G , then a (u"] = (a(u))^ = e . But, since 
CJCU) ^ G' , which is torsion-free, a(u) = e . Hence u is a law 
of G and so u 6 V . Thus X/V , and so var G , is torsion-free. 
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CHAPTER 3 
VARIETIES NOT CONTAINING ANY ^ OR NOT CONTAINING ANY A„A 
3.1 Statement of the Theorem 
In this chapter we shall prove a number of results involving 
the exclusion of the varieties AA or of the Varieties A A , for = p =p= 
p prime. The first form of these results is 
3.1.1 THEOREM. Let ^ be a soluble variety. 
I f M p ^ ^ f'^^ ^^^ primes p ^ then there exist natural 
numbers n and c such that V < B N . = =n==c 
i i ) I f 4pA ^  V for all primes p ^ then there exist natural 
numbers n and c such that ^ < ' 
Hi) I f M ^ ^ ond A A ^ ^ for all primes p j then there 
'P 
exists a nilpotent variety N and a variety £ of finite exponent 
such that V = N V P . 
The theorem will be proved in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3 we 
shall introduce a class of varieties - SC-varieties - which is 
the smallest class of varieties containing all Cross varieties and 
all soluble varieties which is closed under the operation of taking 
subvarieties and under the product operation. Then, in Sections 3.4 
and 3.5, we shall show that the condition in the statement of 3.1.1, 
that V is a soluble variety, may be replaced by the condition that 
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V is an SC-variety. 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1 
3.2.1 Proof of i). For a proof by contradiction, we suppose 
that V is a counterexample to i) of 3.1.1. Since V is soluble, 
the condition that V < B ^ for some natural numbers n and c 
/ is equivalent to the condition that V < A, N for some natural 
numbers k, and c . However, by 34.14 of [19] and repeated 
application of Theorem 3.1 of Graham Higman [13], every variety in 
f I the set k, C e N| is finitely based. Thus an 
application of 2.3.10 shows that ^ contains a subvariety which is 
a minimal counterexample. We may suppose without loss of generality 
that ^ is this minimal counterexample. 
Denote F^(V) by F and let T be a verbal torsion subgroup 
of F . Since T is soluble, if it were non-trivial, there would be 
a non-trivial abelian subgroup A of T , verbal in T and so 
verbal in F . Also A would have a fully invariant subgroup, B , 
of finite exponent and so B would be verbal in F (for example, 
since A must have a non-trivial p-element for some prime p , we 
could take B as the subgroup of all elements of order dividing 
p ). Then F/B would generate a proper subvariety of ^ and it is 
immediate that ^ could not be a minimal counterexample in this 
case. Thus T is trivial. In particular, every nilpotent verbal 
subgroup of F is torsion-free. Since the conditions of the 
2 , theorem imply that ^ + X » 2.3.6 shows that ^ has a bound on the 
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class of its torsion-free nilpotent groups. Thus the verbal Fitting 
subgroup of F , N say, is nilpotent and torsion-free. 
Suppose that F/N is non-trivial. Then there is a verbal 
subgroup, A say, of F such that A/N is abelian and non-trivial. 
Since A' 5 N , A/I^^CN') is a metabelian group with torsion-free 
derived group. By 2.3.11, var (A/I^(N')) is either abelian or 
torsion-free. The conditions of the theorem, together with 2.3.4, 
however, show that the torsion-free metabelian subvarieties of ^ 
are nilpotent. Hence, in either case, A/Ij^(N') is nilpotent. 
Thus, by 2.2.3, A is nilpotent. Then, since A is verbal in F , 
A ^ N , contradicting the assumption that A/N is non-trivial. So 
F/N is trivial and ^ is nilpotent and so certainly not a 
counterexample as we supposed. The proof of i) is complete. 
3.2.2 Proof of ii). The proof is again by contradiction. 
Since, by Theorem 3.1 of Graham Higman [13] all varieties of the 
set 'l-ZcSn ^ c, n } are finitely based, we may, as in 3.2.1, 
suppose that ^ is a minimal counterexample to ii) of 3.1.1. 
Denote F^(V) by F . Then the proof splits into two cases: 
a) F has a non-trivial, verbal, torsion subgroup. 
In this case, as in 3.2.1, F has a non-trivial, elementary abelian, 
verbal subgroup, A say. Then F/A generates a proper subvariety 
of V and so F/A ^ ^ fo^ some natural numbers c, n . Since 
A A ^ for all primes p , 2.3.5 shows that centralises A 
for some natural number m . Now 
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[B^(F).A n B^CF).A)/A 5 ^ ( F ) . A / A = B^(F/A) » 
which is nilpotent. Thus, since A is central in B^(F).A , and so 
in (b^(F).A n£^CF).A) , the latter subgroup is also nilpotent. 
Since F/[B^(F).A N B^(F).A) is of finite exponent, V cannot be a 
counterexample as we supposed, which completes the proof in this 
case. 
b) F has no non-trivial, verbal, torsion subgroup. 
In this case, as in 3.2.1, the verbal Fitting subgroup, N say, of 
F is nilpotent and torsion-free. Since F is soluble N is 
non-trivial and so F/N generates a proper subvariety of _V ; 
suppose that F/N f N ^ (c, n f N) . Let A be the subgroup of 
F defined by A/N = Z(B^(F/N)) . Then, by 2.3.1, A is verbal in 
F and since B^(F/N) is nilpotent, A/N is non-trivial. Let I 
denote I^(N') . Then A/I is metabelian and the derived group of 
A/I is torsion-free. Hence, by 2.3.11 and 2.3.4, A/I f ^ B ^ for 
some natural numbers d, m . Put ^(A/I) = B/I . Then B is 
verbal in F and B/I , and so BN/I , is nilpotent. Hence, by 
2.2.3, BN is nilpotent. Thus B 5 N and so A/N e ^  . But A/N 
was defined as Z(^(F/N)) , so by Corollary 1.62 of [25], ^(F/N) 
has finite exponent. Thus F/N has finite exponent, ^ cannot be 
a counterexample in this case either, and the proof is complete. 
In the light of parts i) and ii), we restate Hi) in a form 
that will be more useful later. 
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3.2.3 LEMMA. Let ^ he a variety (not neaessavily soluble) 
and suppose that V 5 B ^  A N B for some natural numbers n, c . 
Then for some nilpotent variety N and vaj>iety P of finite 
e3::ponent^  V = £ v £ . 
Proof. Denote F^(V) by F , B^(F) by B , ^(F) by N , 
and the torsion subgroup of the nilpotent group B by T . Since 
B n N ^ ^ , T ^ B n N . Thus T/B n N = T/T n N = TN/N . But 
F/N , as a nilpotent free group, has maximum condition on its fully 
^ invariant subgroups (this follows from 34.14 of in particular, 
the torsion subgroup of F/N has finite exponent. Thus 
TN/N = T/B n N has finite exponent and so T has finite exponent. 
Hence, by 2.2.4, ^ ( B ) n T = E for some natural number m . 
Therefore, B (B) n N = B (B) n (B n N) < B (B) n T = E . Since =m =m =m 
B (B) ^  B (F) and N = N (F) , V = fB A v] v fN A v) and the =m =mn =c = 
proof is complete. 
3.3 SC-varieties 
3.3.1 DEFINITION. A variety V is called an SC-variety if 
there are varieties S,, ..., S such that, =1 ' ==n * 
V 5 ^ ^ ... ^ 
and, for each i , either 
a) ^^ is Cross, or 
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b) ^ ^ is soluble. 
NOTE. It follows immediately that the conditions above may be 
replaced by 
^ ^ is generated by a finite simple group, 
b') S^ = A . 
Thus the class of SC-varieties is the smallest class of varieties 
which contains all Cross varieties and all soluble varieties and 
which is closed under the product operation and the operation of 
taking subvarieties. 
The following theorem will be proved. 
3.3.2 THEOREM. Let V he an ^Q,-vaviety. Then i), ii) and 
Hi) of 3.1.1 hold for ^ . 
Proof. Since ^ is an SC-variety, there are varieties 
_S , .. . , each of which is either abelian or Cross such that 
1 k^ 
V 5 • • • and such that k is the least natural number for 
which such an expression exists. 
We commence the proof of 3.3.2 by induction on k . If- k = 1 
the result is trivial in any of the three cases. Consider part iJ. 
We may suppose that V A {s^ • • • ik^ - ^ ^ natural numbers 
n , c . If is Gross, the result follows immediately. Otherwise 
S is abelian and V 5 AB N . If we could prove part i) for = ==rf=c 
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1 ^ M n "then it would follow that V 5 B N^N for some natural 
— =iTi=a==c 
numbers m, d . Since, by part i) of 3.1.1, the theorem is t^ue for 
1 ^ I^ jl^  » it would then also be true for V . Hence we see that it 
is sufficient to prove 
3.3.3 LEMMA. Let 1 ^ M^ (m f N) bean SC-vaviety and 
suppose that M^ ^ 1 for all primes p . Then V < B N for some y = ==n=c 
natural numbers n, c . 
Repeating the induction for the proof of part ii), we may 
suppose that V A [£2 • • • - fo^ some natural numbers 
c, n . If is abelian, then ^ -and we may apply part 
ii) of 3.1.1 to show that V A M satisfies the conclusion of the 
o 
theorem and so V satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Hence 
we need only consider the case where ^^ is a Cross variety, and so 
it will be sufficient to prove 
3.3.4 LEMMA. Let V ^ Sg^ (c f N) where- g is a Cross 
variety and suppose that -A^ ^ ^  for all primes p . Then 
^ ~ for some natural numbers d, n . 
The proofs of these two lemmas will be given in the next two 
sections. We would note here that the methods used in the proof of 
3.3.M- are taken from some joint work, done in a different context, 
with L.G. Kovacs. In particular, the ideas behind the use of 2.3.8 
are his. 
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For the proof of 3.3.3, we shall also need the following lemma 
a varietal analogue to Theorem 5.3 of B.H. Neumann [17]. 
3.3.5 LEMMA. I f ^ is a loaally finite variety^ then 
P,] - B ^ for some natural number n . 
Proof. Let the exponent of £ be m . By a theorem of 
^ Roger M. Bryant , B^ v A is finitely based, suppose that 
w = w a basis for its laws. Denote F, ([E, £]) by 
F and let y^, ...j-y^^ be a free generating set of F . Then 
F/£(F) is a finitely generated group of £ and so is finite. 
Hence £(F) is a central subgroup of finite index in F and so, 
by Theorem 5.3 of [17],- F' is finite. In particular, B^(F) n F' 
is of finite exponent, Z. say. Thus, since 
...» yj^) ^ B^(F) n F' , w(y^, ..., y^^j' = e . 
Denote £]) by H and let y^, ..., y^, ... be a free 
generating set of H . Then the relation wl^y^^, ..., y^j - e 
holds in H also. But the word w is a basis for the laws of the 
variety A v B and so [a v B )(H) 5 H' n B (H) is generated by 
all endomorphic images of-w^y^-, ..., Yj^ }- • Evidently each of these 
images is of order-dividing • . Since H' n ^ ( H ) is abelian, even 
central, [A V BJ^ X^^ ) ^ ^ thus of finite exponent dividing - t . 
Therefore H ^ ^ B^j ^ - -
where n = . 
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3.4 Proof of Lemma 3.3.3 
The proof is by contradiction; we suppose that V is a 
counterexample to the lemma. By 3.2.3, a subvariety of ^ satisfies 
the conclusion of the lemma if and only if it is a subvariety of one 
of the varieties of the set {N^ v ^ | c, n 6 . Since, by a 
theorem of Roger M. Bryant [2], every variety of this set is finitely 
lO based, we may apply 2 . 3 . ^ and suppose that V is a minimal 
counterexample. 
Let F denote F (V) and B denote B (F) . Now the torsion oo = =m 
subgroup of B is fully invariant in B and so verbal in F ; if 
it were non-trivial, it would give rise to a non-trivial elementary 
abelian verbal subgroup of F . In this case, as in 3.2.1, V could 
not be a minimal counterexample. Hence B is torsion-free. Let 
X ^ F . Then, if H = gp(B, x) , H f ^ and H' < B is 
torsion-free. Thus by 2.3.11, var H is a torsion-free subvariety 
of AA ; now the conditions of the lemma and 2.3.4 show that 
= m ' 
var H = A . This shows that every element of F commutes with 
B ; that is, B < Z(F) and so V < [e, V A . Since V A B^ 
is an SC-variety of finite exponent, it is locally finite and so 
3.3.5 shows that V ^ B^A for some natural number n , contradicting 
the choice of V as a counterexample and completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
HO 
3 . 5 Proof of Lemma 3.3.4 
The proof is by contradiction. Using a method similar to that 
in 3.4» we may suppose that ^ is a minimal counterexample to the 
lemma. Denote F^(^) by F and let y be a free generator of F 
Since F f S ^ and the Cross variety £ has only finitely 
many subvarieties, ^M^^F) has a minimal verbal subgroup, W say; 
evidently» W is verbally simple and is verbal in F . Since 
W f £ and subvarieties of Cross varieties are Cross, var W can be 
generated by a finite group. Let G be a finite group of least 
order generating var W . 
We claim that G is simple. For, let N ^ G . Then 
W 6 var G < (var N)(var(G/N)) . But, since W is verbally simple, 
the verbal subgroup of W corresponding to var(G/N) is either 
trivial or W itself. In the first case, W f var(G/N) and so 
N = E , by the minimality of G ; in the second case, W f var N 
and so N = G , again by the minimality of G . Thus G is simple. 
If G is abelian, then V 5 A var(F/W) 5 AN^B^ for some natural 
numbers d and m , as F/W generates a proper subvariety of ^ , 
and by 3.1.1 this contradicts the choice of ^ as a minimal 
counterexample. Hence G is a non-abelian finite simple group. 
Denote the subvariety of var G generated by the proper sections of 
G by R . 
Let R be the set {n|n W and W/N = G} . 
We claim that D N = E . Evidently, it will suffice to show that, 
NfF 
if e 91!: w ^ W , then there is a normal subgroup N of W such that 
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W ^ N and W/N = G . With this in mind, let N be a normal 
subgroup of G maximal with respect to avoiding w and let M 
denote nsgp^(w, N) j the existence of N is guaranteed by Zorn's 
lemma. Then M/N is a chief factor of W and W/N is monolithic. 
Also, since W lies in the Cross variety £ , 52.21 of [19] shows 
that M/N is finite. In order to show that W/N = G , we must 
firstly show that M/N is non-abelian. 
Since var W = var G and W is verbally simple, R(W) = W . 
Now R , being a Cross variety, is finitely based (see, for example, 
5 2.12 of [19]); let the word r(x^, ..., x^] be a basis for the 
laws of R . Since w f W = R(W) , there are elements a.. - - 1] 
(1 < i 5 k, 1 < j 5 of W- such that 
w = r 
Let Y = gp({a^^ | 1 < i < k, 1 5 j < £}, m) . Then Y/M is a 
finitely generated group of the Cross variety £ and therefore it 
is finite. Since M/N is also finite, Y/N is finite. Now 
wN ^ R(Y/N) n M/N and wN is non-trivial. Thus R(Y/N) n M/N is 
non-trivial. As Peter M. Neumann noted ([21], p. 77), the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 of Sheila Oates [23] shows that the R-subgroups of the 
finite groups in var G are direct powers of G (the additional 
hypotheses of Oates being unnecessary). Hence R(Y/N) n M/N , being 
a normal subgroup of ^(Y/N) , is also such a direct power. In 
particular, M/N is non-abelian. By Theorem 4 of L.G. Kovacs and 
M.F. Newman [14], W/N is isomorphic to a section of G . Since 
R(W/N) = R(W)N/N = W/N is non-trivial, this section cannot be a 
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group of R . Hence W/N = G » as required. 
The proof now splits into two cases. Suppose» firstly, that 
n 
for some n C N . N^ = N for all N f T . Then y" normalises 
N and, if m is the exponent of Aut G » y centralises W/N , 
for all N f r . Hence [w, y ™ ] 5 H N = E and so y""" f C^(W) . 
Nfr ^ 
But, by 2.3.1, C^CW) is verbal in F and so, since y is a free 
generator of F , B (F) S C^(W) . Now B (F)W/W is nilpotent 
=mn 
by finite exponent and therefore so also is B (F)/fB (F) o w] . But 
we have shown that B (F) n W is central in B (F) . Thus 
=mn =TOn 
B^^(F) , and so F itself, is nilpotent by finite exponent, which 
contradicts the choice of ^ as a minimal counterexample. 
Thus we may reject the hypothesis in the first case and suppose 
n! 
that, for all n f N , there is an N f T such that N^ ^^  N . 
— n n n 
In preparation for an application of 2.3.8, we will show that 
W/ n N^ = g""^^ (that is, the direct product of n + 1 copies 
05i5n 
n 
n! 
of G ). Since N^ ^^  N , N^ N^ whenever 0 5 i < j < n . 
n n n n 
PiNiTt Now, as R w/ n r 
05i5n 
n 
Y 
= W/ n N^ and ^-subgroups ofy^groups in 
0<i<n 
var G are direct powers of G , W/ fl N^ is such a direct power, 
0<i5n " 
y 
Also, W/ n N^ evidently has order at most |G 
05i<n 
n+1 
and has at 
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least n + 1 distinct maximal normal subgroups. Thus 
W/ n nJ; = , as required. 
0<i5n 
Transferring from the notation of 2.3.8, we let A = N . 
\ ~ ^ » \ = y ^ » L^ = W , and let be the homomorphism 
: W ^ G with kernel N^ . Then is the restriction to W 
n n 
of the inner automorphism of F induced by y ^ and the kernel 
of is N ^ ( 0 < i 5 n ) . Let ^ ^ , . .. . TT. , . .. , TT^ be the 
canonical projections TT. : g""^^ ^ G which define G^^^ . It i s a 
defining property of (cartesian) products that, given the homomorphisms 
^a ^ ^ » there is a unique homomorphis -sm 
E : W ^ G^^^ such that 0TT. = (0 < i 5 n) and 
X itf 
ker 6 = n ker Then 
05i<n 
W9 W/ n ker ni;6 
0<i<n 
w/ n r 
05i5n 
n 
.n+1 
and therefore, as g""*"^  is finite, W6 = G^"^^ . Thus, if 
g^, g^ f G , we may take an element h of G^"^^ such that 
= g^ (0 < i 5 n) 
and then an element v of W such that ve = h , so that 
V G T T . = g . ( 0 5 i 5 n ) . 
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Hence the requirements of 2.3.8 are satisfied and so (var G)A ^ 
But then, if p is a prime divisor of |Gj , A A < V , 
contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma and completing the proof, 
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CHAPTER 4 
VARIETIES NOT CONTAINING A^ 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we shall prove the following result: 
4.1.1 THEOREM. Let ^ be a soluble variety such that 
i) all subvavieties of f\ AN„A can be generated by the 
finite groups they contain. 
2 Then^ if ^ does not contain ^ j 
ii) there exist natural numbers n, c such that V 5 B ^ ^ ^ 
The proof will take up the remainder of the chapter. In Section 
2, we shall show that we may suppose that ^ is a minimal 
counterexample to the theorem and that V S A 1: -t- ^ = * where p 
' P 
is prime. We shall also show that the theorem holds for 
metanilpotent varieties; the condition i) being unnecessary in this 
case. In Section 3, we shall investigate the properties of V and, 
in particular, the residual properties of a free group of ^ , to 
obtain the required contradiction. 
4.2 Development of a minimal counterexample 
Suppose that V is a counterexample to the theorem. Now if a 
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subvariety, W , of V satisfies ii) of 4.1.1, we may equally well 
/ / suppose, since W is soluble, that W 5 A, N A/ for some natural == = 
numbers k, t and c . However, by repeated use of Theorem 3.1 of 
Graham Higman [13], each of the latter varieties is finitely based. 
Thus, applying 2.3.10, ^ contains minimal counterexamples to the 
theorem and we may as well suppose that ^ is one of these 
minimal counterexamples. 
Denote F^(V) G and let y^ ,^ y^ ,^ ... be a free 
generating set of G . Let T be a verbal torsion subgroup of G . 
If T is non-trivial, then, since it is soluble, there is a 
non-trivial abelian subgroup of T , fully invariant in T and so 
verbal in F . This abelian subgroup, in turn, must have a 
non-trivial subgroup of finite exponent which is verbal in F . But 
this evidently contradicts the choice of ^ as a minimal 
counterexample and so T = E . In particular, all nilpotent verbal 
subgroups of F are torsion-free and so, by 2.3.6, there is a bound 
on their class. Thus, if we denote the verbal Fitting subgroup of 
G by N , N is nilpotent and torsion-free. We also note that, as 
V is a minimal counterexample to the theorem, l^^G) generates V 
for each natural number n . 
Before proceeding with the main part of the proof, we shall, as 
promised, prove the theorem in the case that ^ is metanilpotent. 
4.2.1 PROPOSITION. Theorem 4.1.1 is true^ regardless of i)^ 
for metanil-potent varieties. 
Proof. Since G is metanilpotent, G/N is nilpotent. Let 
i+7 
Z < G be such that Z/N is the centre of G/N . Then, by 2.3.1, 
Z is verbal in G . Denote Ij^(N') by I ; then I is verbal in 
G . Now Z/I is a metabelian group and, since, Z' 5 N , the 
derived group Z'l/I is torsion-free. It follows, from the 
descriptions in 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 of metabelian varieties of exponent 
zero, that Z/I'f N A for some natural numbers c and s . 
Let M 5 G be such that M/I = A (Z/I) . Then M is verbal 
in G and M/I is nilpotent. Thus, since N/I is nilpotent, 
MN/I is nilpotent. It follows, by 2.2.3, that MN is nilpotent. 
Since MN is also verbal in F , it is contained in the verbal 
Fitting subgroup N . Thus M 5 N . 
Hence Z/N f A and so, since the centre of G/N has finite 
s 
exponent, G/N does also (see, for example. Lemma 1.52 of Derek J. 
S. Robinson [25]). Thus G is nilpotent by finite exponent and so 
V cannot be a counterexample. The proof is complete. 
We shall now show that V < A 1 , A N^ 
' p 
^ for some prime p 
and natural number t . We shall accomplish this in a number of 
steps. 
M-.2.A. There eodst natural numbers n, c suoh that V-< N B A . 
= ==c=n= 
Proof. G' certainly generates a proper subvariety of ^ 
since it has lesser solubility length than G . Thus var G' 
satisfies ii) of 1.1. Also, any torsion verbal subgroup of G' 
is a torsion verbal subgroup of G and so is trivial. Thus G' is 
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nilpotent by finite exponent and the result follows. 
4.2.6. V < N [B a . = ^ =c H i ==2^ == 
Proof. Firstly we note that N 5 G' ; for otherwise 
var(G/G') = A ^ var(G/N) and so the latter has finite exponent. 
But then G is nilpotent by finite exponent and V cannot be a 
counterexample as we supposed. 
We have shown in 4.2.A that V 5 N B A and so G'/N is 
— =o=n== 
soluble of finite exponent. Thus there is a series 
N = B < B_ < . . . < B, < B, = G' 1 2 k-1 k 
where 
1) each B^ is verbal in G , 
2) i® elementary abelian, of exponent p(i) say, 
3) k is the least natural number for which such a series 
exists. 
If k < 2 , then 4.2.B is immediately true and so we may suppose 
that k > 2 . Also, if x ^ G and x) = H , say, then H 
does not generate _V because 3) implies that 
V ^ (var N)A A ,, . = ^ ==p(2)=p(3) =p(k-l)= 
"Thus var H satisfies ii) of 4.1.1. Suppose, however, that T 
is a torsion verbal subgroup of H . Then T n N = E and so 
[T, N] = E . But N contains its centraliser in G and is 
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torsion-free, and so T = E . Thus H is nilpotent by finite 
exponent and so A^^^.^A ^ var(H) (1 5 i 5 k-1) . We may now apply 
2.3.5 to show that, for some natural number m , x"^  centralises 
and so, since x was arbitrary in G , B (G) centralises 
==Tn 
Hence (j^(G)N n G')/N is nilpotent of class at most 2 and, 
(vj of course, [B^(G)N n G') is abelian. But B ^ ( G ) N , even 
B (G) , generates V and we have proved 4.2.B. 
4. 2.C. V 5 ^ ^ 
I t ^ ^ 2 
' P 
A for some prime power divisor p"*" of 
n . 
Proof. Owing to 4.2.B, G'/N is nilpotent of finite exponent 
and therefore it is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups - say 
G'/N = P^/N X ... X p^/N . 
Our claim amounts to k = 1 ; suppose that this is not the case. 
Then, if x f G , ^^ = gp(p^, x] generates a proper subvariety of 
V . 
Using a method similar to that used in the proof of 4.2.B, we 
show that, for each i ( 1 5 i < k ) , B ... centralises P./N for 
=m(1) 1 
some natural number m(i) . Then, if m is a common multiple of 
m(l), m(k) , centralises P^/N for all i and so 
centralises G'/N . 
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Thus ^ ( G ) N / N is nilpotent of class at most 2 and so 
B^(G)N is metanilpotent. Since ^ ( G ) N generates V , 4.-2.1 shows 
==m 
that ^ cannot be a counterexample. Hence k > 1 yields a 
contradiction and 4.2.C is proved. 
4.2.D. V < A 
S t ^ ^ 2 
P 
A . 
Proof. In the light of 4.2.C it will evidently suffice to 
prove that N is abelian. Suppose not. Then, if we denote I^Cn') 
by I , I is non-trivial. Since I is verbal, G/I generates a 
proper subvariety of V which thus satisfies ii) of 4.1.1. Also, 
an application of 2.2.3 shows that N/I is the verbal Fitting 
subgroup of G/I and so, by 2.3.2, is self-centralising. Hence, if 
T/I is a verbal torsion subgroup of G/I , T n N 5 I - since N/I 
is torsion-free - and so [T, N] < I . Thus T/I is trivial. 
Hence G/I is nilpotent by finite exponent and G is metanilpotent 
by finite exponent. We may now use M-.2.1 to show that ^ is not a 
counterexample, contrary to our supposition. Therefore N is 
abelian and 4-.2.D is proved. 
In the remaining section we shall abbreviate 
T . Thus V < AT . 
] 
B ^ A N^ A by 
^ p ^ 
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1.1 
4.3.A. }i is generated by a finitely generated group. 
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Proof. Let A^ = T(G) , F^^ = Fj^ (V) and A^ ^ = t(f^) 
(k = 1, 2, 3, ...) . Then A^ is an abelian verbal subgroup of G 
and, since G has no verbal torsion subgroups, A^ is torsion-free. 
Thus each A^ ^ is torsion-free since it can be embedded in A^ . 
If V were not generated by a finitely generated group, then 
s^ch F^ would generate a proper subvariety of V and these would 
then satisfy ii) of 4.1.1 - say F f B ,, ,, .B ,, , 
k =n(k)=c(k)=n(k) 
(k = 1, 2, 3, ...) . We claim that we may suppose c(k) to be 
independent of k . For, putting B, = B , .[f } and k —u(.k J ^  k 
= :S:c(]<:) (-^ k^  ' ^^ ^ finitely generated nilpotent group. 
Thus the torsion subgroup, which we denote by T^ /^Nj^  » is finite. 
We now have a normal series of F, , k 
E 5 T, 5 B, < F, , k k k ' 
in which Tj^  is of finite exponent, i® torsion-free 
2 I nilpotent and ^^ finite exponent. Since A » 2.3.6 
shows that Bj^ /Tj^  is of bounded class and so, with a suitable 
adjustment to n(k) , we may suppose that 
c(l) = ... = c(k) = ... = c , say. 
Now Nj^  is torsion while Aj^  is torsion-free and so 
N, n A, = E . Hence k k 
r ^ N B .. . V T 5 N,B , V N.A 5 N, ,, A k =c^=n(k) = =d=n(k) =d= = d ^ ( k ) — 
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where d = c if c > 1 and d = 2 if c = 1 . From the 
description of the laws of such a product variety, given as (3.1) of 
Graham Higman-El3], it follows that A] has as a basis for 
its laws the word 
w. . . . , x^^^^) - [b^ , . . ., b 
3d+3 d+l-
where b. = 
1. 
n(k)' 
. Thus, if does not 
3d+3 
generate V , 
w 
3d+3 
is true in (we regard F^ as having free generators 
y-, , . . . , Yj^) . But then 
G and so the law w 
w. 
3d+3 ' • • ' ^3d+3^ y. = e is also true in 
holds in V ; that is V < N , B ,, a' 
3d+3 = = — 
^ Hence V 5 ^ N ^ B ^ and so, by 4.2.1, V could not be a 
counterexample. This completes the proof of 4.3.A. 
We shall now suppose that V is generated by a finitely 
generated free group F , and put A = _T(F) • 
4.3.6. [a, cx"^] = e for all x f F , a ^ A j where c and 
m ave natural numbers depending on V only. 
Proof. Let x f F and put H = gp(A, x) . Then H is 
2 2 
metabelian and so H V A A . But, by 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, V A A 
satisfies ii) of 4.1.1 - say V A A 5 B N B . Thus, if a f A , = = =Tii=cf=m 
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r m m-im 
a , cx = e . 
It follows, using the fact that A is a torsion-free abelian 
subgroup of F , that [a, cx^] = e . 
normal 
4»3.C. Suppose that H/K is an T-novmal^ qrelementary 
ahelian factor of A . Then^ for some natural number r(q) ^ 
depending only on q and ^ j ^^ [\^centralises H/K 
Proof. Suppose, then, that h f H , x f F . Since H 5 A , 
we may apply 4.3.B to show that [h, cx™] = e and, trivially. 
m-
h , cx j f K . Let j be the least natural number such that 
q^ ^ c . Then, also trivially, [h, q^x"^] f K . Since H and K 
are normal in F and H/K is elementary abelian of exponent q , 
h , X 
q^m 
^ K . 
Hence, since x was arbitrary in F , putting r(q) = q^m gives 
the desired result. Since r(q) depends on q, c and m only and 
c and m depend on _V only, r(q) depends only on q and _V . 
The next three parts of this section will obtain information on 
A as an abelian group so that in 4.3.G we may extract a relevant 
property of Aut(A) . We define D as (1 B^  .(A) where n is a 
" j n^ 
natural number and the intersection is taken over all natural numbers 
i : we also define D as D D where the intersection is taken 
' n 
n 
over all natural numbers n . It is an elementary fact for all 
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torsion-free abelian groups A that A/D^ and A/D are torsion-free 
4.3.D. If q is a prime and q # p recall that 
T = I2 ^  I t = P J then D^ E . 
Proof. Denote B^^^^(F) by H and T(H) by B . Then H 
is verbal in F , B is verbal in H , and ^ .(B) is verbal in B 
(j = 0, 1, 2, ...) . We shall, in the following, ease the notation 
by writing q^B rather than ^ .(B) - and similarly for 
corresponding subgroups of A . In particular, the elements of 
| j = 0, 1, 2, ...} are F-verbal, and so F-normal, 
factors of A (since B 5 A) . Thus they are centralised by H 
Hence 
H' i B ^ qB ^ ... ^ q-^ B 
gives a descending series of H'/q^B with the first factor 
nilpotent and all other factors central, showing that H'/q^B is 
nilpotent. Since H'/q^B is also of finite exponent p^^ , it is 
the direct product of its Sylow subgroups - say. But 
S = B/q^B and S = (HVq^B)/S = (h '/q^B) / (B/q^B) = H'/B . Thus q p q 
S is abelian and S has class at most 2 . Hence H'/q^B has q P 
class at most 2 and so 
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H', A^CH)] < q^B (j = 0, 1, 2, ...) . 
If D^ = E , then, since B 5 A , fl q^B = E . Thus 
j 
A (H)] 5 n q^B = E and H f N^A . Since H generates 1 , j 
4.2.1 shows that V could not be a counterexample as we supposed, 
The proof of 4.3.D is complete. 
4.3.E. D = D . 
P 
Proof. Trivially, ^^  - and so it remains to prove that 
Dp 2 D . We shall show that A/D^ (q ^ p) is free abelian of 
finite rank. Then we have 
n p^(a/D ) = E 
i ^ 
or n p^A 5 D (i N) . Hence D 5 D for all primes q and so 
i ^ P q 
D 5 n D = D , where this intersection is taken over all primes q . 
P q q ' 
Now, by 4.3.D, D^ is a non-trivial verbal subgroup of F . 
Thus f/D^ generates a proper subvariety of ^ which therefore 
satisfies ii) of 4.1.1; say, F/D f B N B . Let M < F be such ^ ii O 11 
that M/D = N B [F/D ) . Then M/D F B while A/D is q ==c=n q q =n q 
torsion-free, and so A n M = D^ and A/D^ = AM/M . But F/M is a 
finitely generated group in N B and so is polycyclic. Therefore 
O i i 
AM/M = A/D^ is finitely generated. Thus A/D^ is free abelian of 
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finite rank (as we have already commented that it is torsion-free). 
4.3.F. |A : pA| is finite. 
Proof. We have shown, in 4.3.C, that, for some natural number 
^(^P) » i^(p)CF) centralises A/pA . It is not difficult to extend 
this to the result that, for each natural number j , B , (F) , 
"r(p^) 
with r(p^} = p^ ^r(p) centralises A/p^A (the method is similar 
to that used in the inductive step in the proof of 2.3.5 and we shall 
not include it here). 
Denote A.B . (F) /p^A by Hj . Then A/p^A is central in 
Hj . Also T(Hj] 5 A/p^A and so H^ f [E, T] 5 N^A A V . Thus, by 
4.2.1, var({Hj I j ^ N}} satisfies ii) of U.1.1 - say 
H . f B N B (j f N) . 
] =Tf=c=n — 
Suppose that P. 5 F is such that P./p^A = N B (H.) and let 
D 3 ] 
n = p^.m where p | m . We claim that P n A < pA . For, 
n 
suppose a f ^ ' Then a = 
k m 
f p A and so 
k k k+1 
a^ f . Hence, for some b f A , a^ = b^ . Since A is 
torsion-free, a = b^ , and so a f pA as required. 
Now APj^^^/Pj^^^ is a subgroup of H^^^^/P^^^^ which is a 
polycyclic group. Thus A/(A n P^^^^) = ^^ finitely 
generated. Since pA ^ A n , A/pA is also finitely generated 
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and so is finite. 
4.3.G. The theorem will follow from the following result, which 
we state as an independent lemma, and which is due to L.G. Kovacs. 
LEMMA. Suppose that A is a torsion-free abelian group^ that 
n p^A = E for some prime p j and that A/pA is finite. Then every j 
-g-group of automorphisms of A is finite. 
Proof. First observe that if A/pA is finite, then so is 
2 A/p A . There is a natural homomorphism from the automorphism group 
2 
of A to that of A/p A : it is clearly sufficient to show that 
the kernel of this homomorphism contains no automorphisms of order 
p . That is, that if = 1 and A(3-l) ^ P^A for some 
automorphism 3 of A , then 3 = 1 (1 being the identity 
automorphism). We show that if A(3-l) < p A for some k > 1 
k+1 then also A(3-l) < p A i it will then follow that 
A(3-l) < n p^A = E and so 3 = 1 . To this end, let 3^ = 1 , 
k 
k > 1 , and A(3-l) 5 p^A . Working in the endom^^phism ring of A , 
1 = 3^= (l+(3-l))^ = 1 + p(3-l) + ! 
i = 2 
(3-1)^ , 
hence 
p(3-l) = - I 
i=2 
(3-1)^ 
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2 2k k+2 and so pA(3-l) 5 A(3-l) < p A < p A . Since A is torsion-free, 
k+1 tZiis implies that A(3-l) < p A , as claimed. 
M-.3.H, The proof of the theorem now follows easily. Firstly, 
we note that in view of M-.2.D, condition i) of 4.1.1 implies that 
FQ^CV) , and so A , is residually finite (17.81 of [19]). Thus 
D = E and so, by 4.3.E, ^p " ^ ' ^^ first 
time we have used i) of 4.1.1.] Then A satisfies the conditions 
of the preceeding lemma. 
Let C be the centraliser of A in F and put H = FV(F' n C) 
Then H = F'C/C and F'C/C is a p-group of automorphisms of A : 
so, by the preceding lemma, H is finite. Now H is the derived 
group of F/(F' n C) and so, by 5.41 of B.H. Neumann [17], the 
centre of the latter group has finite index. Since F' n C f ^ ^ , 
we then have that F N_AB , for some natural number m , and so, =3==m 
by 4.2.1, ^ cannot be a counterexample. 
With this final contradiction, Theorem 4.1.1 is proved. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOME VARIETIES WHICH DO NOT CONTAIN C 
5.1 Statement of the Theorem 
The purpose of this chapter is to prove 
5.1.1 THEOREM. Suppose that V < [e, M ^ ] for some natural 
numher c and that ^ ^ V for all primes p . Then there eodst 
natural numbers d and m such that V < AN^B . 
- ==^=m 
The theorem will be proved in Section 5.3. In Section 5.2 we 
shall prove three lemmas, the first of which is designed largely to 
facilitate the proof of the theorem. The second, 5.2.2, will show 
that is minimal with respect to not being abelian by nilpotent 
by finite exponent (that it is not in fact abelian by nilpotent by 
finite exponent follows from results of P. Hall in, for example, 
[8]). The main purpose of this lemma, however, is to enable us to 
prove 5.2.4, which states that T^ cr C(°°) generates ^ and which 
is of considerable interest in its similarity to a consequence of 
2.3.7 - that C(p) wr C(°°) generates A ^ . 
^ ^ ^ The question arises as to how this similarity extends-, 
that is, do crown products generate varieties of the form 'centre 
extended by ...' in a manner similar to that in which wreath 
products generate product varieties (see, for example, Section 2.2 
of [19])? We w o u l d , of course, like to give proofs similar to those of 
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2.2 of [19] to produce such results. Unfortunately, our inability 
to form a useful parallel to unrestricted wreath products prevents 
this (see Section 4.3 of M.F. Newman [22] for a discussion of the 
similar problem for central products). In Lemma 5.2.4, we 
circumvent the problem in this special case by comparing some 
Cp properties of T^ cr C(°°) and ^ . 
5.1.2 REMARK. By Theorem 3.1 of Graham Higman [13], all 
varieties of the set {AN B c, m N} are finitely based. Hence, =c==m — 
by 2.3.10, every variety which is not itself abelian by nilpotent by 
finite exponent possesses subvarieties minimal with respect to not 
being abelian by nilpotent by finite exponent. 
Finally, we introduce some notation which we shall use both in 
this chapter and the next, usually without further comment. Let G 
be a group of some natural number c and denote ^^(G) 
by N . 
As we have noted in Chapter 2, N/Z(N) has a natural 
_ZG-module structure (in fact, even a _Z(G/N)-module structure; we 
shall use these two structures interchangeably where no confusion is 
likely to arise]. Thus, if u^, u^ € N and f ^ ZG , (u^ZCN))^ 
is well-defined. If u^ ^ (u^ZCN))^ we shall define 
be [u , u ] ; as N is a nilpotent group of class 2 , this 1 3 
definition does not depend on the choice of u^ within (u^ZCN)} 
to 
We have adopted this notation largely as a convenient 'shorthand' 
There is, however, an alternative way of considering it which may 
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clarify some of the manipulations in what follows. The map from 
N/Z(N) X N/Z(N) to Z(N) defined by 
(u Z(N), u ZCN)) ^^ 
is an antisymmetric bilinear form on the _ZG-module N/Z(N) which 
takes values in the abelian group Z(N) . The justification for 
our notation and the work we expect it to do now follows easily when 
we note that ZG is a set of linear functionals on N/Z(N) . Of 
course, if N has prime exponent p we may replace Z by GF(p) 
in the above. 
If, further G f [E, m J and g f G , then 
- 1 
u 1 
Hence , if f = I a^g^ f ZG , where a^ f ^  , g^ f G , 
f" r .^-g.-- -
- ^2 
a. - 1 rgi 
- 1 
^ » -^ 2 
a. 
1 1 
where = I • 
5.2 Three Lemmas 
5.2.1 LEMMA. Suppose that V 5 M ] f^^ some natural 
c 
number c and that all the finitely generated groups of V have 
max-n . Then there exist natural numbers d and m suoh that 
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V 5 ^ B . 
Proof. The proof will be by contradiction. Thus, by Remark 
5.1.2, we may suppose that ^ is a minimal counterexample to the 
lemma. Denote F^(V) by F and let y^, ..., y^. ... be a free 
generating set of F j evidently V ± A and so the y have 
~ — n 
infinite order. The proof now splits into two cases. 
a) Suppose that N is torsion-free. 
Let G be the subgroup of F generated by y,, ...» y ; J- ^ Co T O 
then G^ is V-free on this generating set. Denote M ^ (g^} by 
A^ . Then A^ is central in G^ ^ and so every subgroup of A^ is 
normal in G^ ^ . However, G^ , as a finitely generated group of ^ , 
has max-n . Hence A^ ^ is a finitely generated abelian group. 
Denote t^i w » [^0+2 2C+2J by w^ and 
w^. w^ I i ^ ZI f > is an infinite 
subset of A, and so cannot be linearly independent over ^ . Thus, 
for some non-zero element f(y) of _z(gp(y)] , 
f(y) = e 
Now this relation holds identically in F , and, if we denote 
Z(N) by Z . evidently implies that w^^^^ f Z . But, by 2.3.1, 
Z is verbal in F and so ^c+1-
f n] 
is a law of 
F/Z . This law has a consequence, obtained on replacing each of 
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•••» ^c+2 ^^ * L^l' 2^-1 ^ where 
c 1 ' ' 0 t (Xg-l)^" f(x3) = h(x3) ^ Z gpfxg) and d f A^(X) . Hence, by 
2 I 2.3.9» A $ var(F/Z) and so, by 4.2.1, F/Z f B N^B for some 
^rt—d=m 
natural numbers d and m . 
Let M be the verbal subgroup of F defined by 
M/Z = ^ B (F/Z) . Then M/Z € B . However, since N is 
torsion-free, so also is N/Z (see, for example, Lemma 1.63 of 
[25]). Hence M n N = Z . But F/M n N f N^B v N < N , . =^=m =max(c,d)=m 
Hence, since M n-N is abelian, V 5 AN , and V cannot = =max(c,d)==m = 
be a counterexample in this case. 
b) Suppose that N has a non-trivial torsion subgroup. 
Then the torsion subgroup of N is fully invariant in N and 
so verbal in ^ . Hence there is an elementary abelian subgroup P 
of N , of exponent p say, which is non-trivial and verbal in F . 
Thus F/P generates a proper subvariety of ^ and so, since ^ is 
a minimal counterexample to the lemma, F/P € some 
natural numbers d and m . Let B be the verbal subgroup of F 
defined by B/P = B (F/P) . Since F/B € B and V is a minimal =m =m = 
counterexample to the lemma, B generates ^ . Thus 
V = var B 5 A AN, . Let e = max(c, d) . Then — =p==a 
V 5 A AN A [E, AN = =p=e ^ — =e-' 
^ Let G^ be the subgroup of F generated by y^, .... ^ 
then G^ is _V-free on this generating set. Denote AN^ [g^] by 
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A^ . Then A^ is a central subgroup of G^ » which has max-n . 
Hence A^ is finitely generated. Since it is also an elementary 
i^y v^ » abelian group, it is finite. Denote [y^ e^+l-J 
r 1-z i f Z| is an infinite subset of A and so cannot 
consist of distinct elements. In particular, for some i j , 
= e 
Now this relation holds identically in F , and, if we denote 
^ ( F ) by NQ and Z [n^) by Z^ , evidently implies that 
i i Z z V^ ^ ' by 2.3.1, ZQ is verbal in F and so 
1 _ ] 
T^e+2 ^e+2 i_x , ..., X J is a law of F/Z . This law has a 
consequence d where 
0 # (x,-l) e-1 x^-x^ = h(xj Z gp(xj 
2 
is not a factor of h (x ) and d ^ A (X) . Then, by 2.3.9, 
A ^ ^ var(F/Z^j and so, by ii) of 3.1.1, F/Z^ ^ ^ B ^ for =P= some 
natural numbers d and m . Since Z^ is abelian, V 5 AN^B^ and 
cannot be a counterexample to the lemma, which completes the proof. 
5.2.2 LEMMA. -Z"/ V is a proper subvariety of ^^ j then 
there exist natural numbers c and m suoh that V < M B c=m 
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5.2.3 COROLLARY. Evevy finitely generated group in C whiah 
does not generate C ^ is residually finite. 
(NOTE: The result of 5.2.3, which is all we require for the 
proof of 5.2.4» may be deduced from Theorems 1 and 3 of O.K. Gupta, 
N.D. Gupta and A.H. Rhemtulla [5]. The basic method of proof of 
5.2.2 is also similar to that of Theorem 2 of [5]. However, for the 
sake of completeness, since we believe our methods offer some 
improvement on those in that paper and since the result we obtain is 
considerably stronger in this case, we offer a separate proof.) 
Proof. Firstly we note that the corollary follows immediately 
from the proof of the lemma and Theorem 1 of P. Hall [11]. 
By i i ) of 3.1.1, we may suppose that A^A 5 ^ . Let X^ be 
the free word group of rank 2 on free generators x^, x^ and 
denote by z . By results of J.N. Ridley [24] (1.1 and 
the preceding paragraph). 
X^ = gp 
1 1 
i, j f Z 
and 
A^(X J = gp z, z 
1 ] 
2i 
i, i f Z > E. A 
-Jj 
l«= 
where i 0 and j > 0 if i = 0 . 
Let p be an odd prim.e. Then 
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C 2-1 2 9 A A B A and C A A = A A = A A B fP. =p— =p = ==D= = 
Hence 
and 
flua-^e^ Thus, by the above, every^lement of is of the form 
[z. 
k. I. 1 1 with f = J a X / x ^ 0 , a f GF(p) , k, , f Z . k. - 0 , and 'L ^ 1 1 1 1 
I. i 0 if k. = 0 . Now A A 5 V < C and so 1 1 =p= = =p 
ApAfx^) ^ V[x^j > . Thus V(X^] contains an element 
z, z 
f 1 1 
where f^ is a non-zero element of GF(p)[X2j satisfying the 
conditions for f above. Thus ^ has a law of this form. 
Let p = 2 . We recall that in a group of exponent 4 and 
class 2 , the derived group is of exponent 2 and squares of 
elements are central. Now 
r 2i 2 2 
£0 ~ Ll» =4 J ^ lijA and £ 2 ^ 4 ~ AiA = A A B^ . =4= 
Hence 
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and 
B e f o r e we proceed w i t h the p r o o f , we note t h a t , s i n c e squares of 
e lements i n X ^ ^ ^ c e n t r a l , the group they generate has a 
n a t u r a l ^ ( 2 ) ( X ^ / X ^ ) - m o d u l e s t r u c t u r e . T h u s , when we w r i t e 
, or , we r e f e r to t h i s s t r u c t u r e ; we do 
not mean ( z ) 2g 
2 / 
Now A^Afx^) = A ( x ^ j / A ^ A (x^) c o n s i s t s 
(ai) of e lements of the form where g f ^ X ^ / X ^ ) . A l s o , 
from the a b o v e , ^ ^ [ x ^ ] c o n s i s t s of elements of the form 
[z, 
k . I . 
1 1 
where f = J a . x / x ^ ^ 0 , a . f GF(2) , k , f Z , k - 0 , ^ 1 1 2 1 — 1 1 — 1 
A^ ^ and ^ 0 i f k . = 0 . 
Now A2A < V < C^ and so A^Afx^) ^ v[x^) > C^ (x^) • Hence 
^ [ x ] c o n t a i n s an element 
f -1 
z , z 2 l = ' l 
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where f^ and g^ are defined like f and g above and f^ ^^  0 . 
Thus V has a law of this form. 
Denote F^(^) by F . In the element f^ introduced above, 
whether p is odd or even, we may evidently suppose that, if 
i ^ j , (k.. I.) ^ (k,. I J . Let £ be a natural number greater 
•J J 
than 
max / I. U\l. 
1 D 
Let u be an arbitrary element of F' and y an arbitrary free 
/ 
generator of F . Then we may substitute y u for x^ and y for 
x^ in the laws obtained above to give the following relations in 
F : 
i) 
P £ 1 -I 7 2 
.y yj» Ly yJ 
fo(y)i 
= e , if p is odd. 
ii) J u, yj, J u, y] 
r I i2 
y y^ 
g2(y) 
= e , if p is 
even 
k.l+l. 
i here, f^Cy) = ^ a.y ^ ^ and, if k.£ + = k^l + , 
then k.-k. I = I.-I. 
I D 1 ] 
I. 
1 
] 
I . < I and so k. = k . , 
] 1 ] 
= implying that i = j . In particular, f2(y) is non-zero 
and all the powers of y involved in it have positive exponent. 
We now expand relation i) above, and obtain 
[u, y], [u, y] 
f2(y> (y-i)f2(y)i 
u , u r — u, U = e 
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where f^Cy) = (y ^-i) (y-i)f^(y) and therefore f (y) | ^ ( p ) and 
all the powers of y involved have non-negative exponent. By a 
similar method, relation ii) becomes 
u, u 
fgCy)- f J = e 
where g^Cy) = (y-l)g (y) . 
Let u^ be arbitrary elements of F' . Since u IS an 
arbitrary element of F' , we may replace u by u^u^ in the 
relations above. When p is odd, we obtain 
e = u 1^2' 
u » u 1* 1 
f3(y)i f3(yh fgCyh 
^2' ^ 
f3(y> 
u . u 1* 2 
f3(y) fgCy)! 
fgCy)-! 
u . u 1* 2 
u » u 1* 2 
f(y)' 
say, where f(y) = f^(y) - f mp)(gp(y)) and f(y) f ^ ( p ) 
In case p = 2 , we obtain 
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e = 
go^y) 
u , u 1' 1 
fgCy)^ 
u 1 
go^y) ^ r ^  3 u r 
u » u 2* 2 u. 
u . u 1* 2 
f3(y)n f3(y)i 
lU2> u^j 
.ggCy) 
f(y) u . u 1' 2 
ggCy) 
But, since [u^, u j is central in F and (y-l)|g^(y) , 
^go(y) 
- e . Hence, whether p is odd or even, F has a 
relation 
u . u 1* 2 
f(y) = e 
where u^, u^ are arbitrary elements of F' , y is an arbitrary 
free generator of F and f(y) is a non-scalar element of 
mp)(gp(y)j . 
Denote Z(F') by Z . Then the relation obtained above shows 
that, for all elements d of F' and y of F , d^^^^ f Z . 
Since, by 2.3.1, Z is verbal in F , 
f(xj 
is a law in 
F/Z , where f (x ) is a non-zero element of GF(p) gp (x ) which 
we may regard as an element of _Z gp not divisible by p 
Thus, by 2.3.9, A^A ^ var(F/Z) and so, by ttj of 3.1.1, F/Z is 
nilpotent by finite exponent. Since Z is abelian, ^ is abelian 
by nilpotent by finite exponent, as we claimed. 
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5.2.4 LEMMA. The crown product T cr C(a>) generates C 
P =p 
Proof. Firstly, we must show that T cr CC^-) e C . Denote 
P =p 
that is, F, r 2-T A A _E , A J by F and let x, y be a 
free generating set of F . If we denote [x, y] by v , then, by 
the results of Ridley quoted on p. 65, 
fi = V, V X y-^  i, j f Z , i ± 0 , and j > 0 if i = 0 j- u 
P 
u i, j ^ Zj \ {e} 
is a basis for ^ ( F ' ) . Denote gp(v, v^] by A and 
gP fi \ U v , v^; by B . 
We claim that gp(AB/B, xB) = T^ cr C(°°) . By our choice of B , 
V \ B and so AB/B is a non-abelian group of ^ generated by 
two elements of order p . Thus AB/B = T^ and 
ZCAB/B) = Ap(F')/B . It will evidently suffice to show that the group 
generated by the conjugates of AB/B under powers of ^B is their 
central product amalgamating the centre. To show this, it will be 
J 
enough to show that 
r 1 
A^ B/B, A^ B/B = E if i ^ j and that the 
groups 
1 
A^ B/B / Z 
1 
A^ B/B generate their direct product. The 
former is immediate from our choice of B and the latter follows from 
the fact that Z 
1 
A^ B/B = A (F')/B and that (again by Ridley, loc. cit.) 
i 
the elements v^ ^A^CF'), v ^ ^ ( F ' ) form part of a free basis of F'/A^CF') 
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5.2.4—LEMMA.—The arown produat—T^ cr C(f^)—gonovatoa ^ . 
ri"oof. By Corollary 5.2.3, it will suffice to show that 
Tp cr C(°o) is not residually finite. Denote it by T . We defined 
T by a homomorphism T^ wr G(o°) -^-T and we shall call the image of 
the base group under this homomorphism, the base group of T and 
denote it by B . Then B is a central product of copies of T^ 
amalgamating the centre. Thus, if A is the amalgamated subgroup 
of B , A is the centre of B , by Lemma 4.3.3 of [22]. Since 
T/A = C(p) wr C(°°) which has trivial centre, by 24.23 of [19], A 
is also the centre of T . We also note that T' 5 B , B' = A and 
the well known, and trivial, result that, if G is a group, then 
H ^ G and H n G' = E implies that H 5 Z(G) . 
We claim that A is a monolith of T . For, let N 3 T and 
and A ^ N . Then N n A = E , since A is a minimal subgroup of 
T . Hence ( N n B ) n B ' = N n A = E and so, since N n B ^ B , 
N n B < Z(B) = A . Thus, since A ^ N , N n B = E and so 
N n T' = E . Hence N 5 Z(T) = A and so N = E . Thus T is a 
monolithic group and since it is not finite, it is not residually 
finite, as required. 
5.3 Proof of Theorem 5.1.1 
We shall prove the theorem by contradiction. By Remark 5.1.2, 
we may suppose that V is a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
If V were not generated by a finitely generated group, then every 
finitely generated group of ^ would generate a proper subvariety 
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of ^ and so, by 2.2.5, would have max-n (evidently, by 2.2.5, a 
finite extension of a group with max-n also has max-n ). By 5.2.1, 
this would contradict the choice of ^ as a counterexample to the 
theorem. Let F = Fj^(V) (k i c+2) be a group generating ^ and 
let y^ ,^ ..., y^ ^ be a free generating set of F . 
Denote ^ ( F ) by N and the torsion subgroup of N by T . 
Then T is fully invariant in N and so verbal in F . If T is 
non-trivial, it has a non-trivial subgroup of finite exponent, P 
say, which is fully invariant in T and so verbal in F . Hence, 
in this case, F/P generates a proper subvariety of ^ and so has 
max-n . Thus T/P , the torsion subgroup of N/P , has finite 
exponent and so T has finite exponent. Thus, by 2.2.4, there is 
a natural number m such that B (N) n T = E . Thus =m 
V < var [F/B (N)] V var(F/T) . However, V , as a minimal = V J — 
counterexample 'to the theorem, evidently cannot be the join of two 
proper subvarieties. Hence, if T is non-trivial, B^(N) = E . 
It will only be necessary, therefore, to consider the two cases 
a) N is torsion-free, 
b) N is of finite exponent. 
As N is nilpotent, it is, in case b), the direct product of its 
Sylow subgroups, each of which is fully invariant in N and so 
verbal in F . But V evidently cannot be the join of any finite 
number of proper subvarieties. Hence all but one of these Sylow 
i 
subgroups are trivial and so N has exponent a prime power, p 
say. Now, as V is a minimal counterexample to the theorem, N' 
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is non-trivial and so has a non-trivial elementary abelian subgroup 
P which we may choose to be fully invariant in N' and so verbal 
in F . Thus F/P generates a proper subvariety of ^ and so 
F/P f M ^ B ^ for some natural numbers d and m . Let B be the 
verbal subgroup of F defined by B/P = ^ ( F / P ) . Then, since 
F/B ^ ^ > and ^ is a minimal counterexample, B generates ^ . 
Hence 
V 5 B .N A A A|L A [E, AN 1 5 B .N A A AN A [E, AN ' 
— = 1=0 =rf==rl ~ T=o =n==o ==oJ i e =6-
where e = max(c, d) . Therefore, if we can establish that no 
counterexample to the theorem can be contained in 
^ .N A A M A ^ 1 for an arbitrary natural number e , X 
= i=e = p = e 
P 
cannot be a counterexample. Hence, in place of case b), it will be 
sufficient to consider the case V < B .N A A AN A [£» AN 1 which, = = i=c = p = ^ =c~' 
P 
in the notation we have established, amounts to 
b') N is of finite prime power exponent p^ and N' is 
elementary abelian. 
The next step of the theorem will consist of showing that, to 
prove the theorem in case b'), it will be sufficient to consider the 
case 
c) N f T . 
We shall suppose that the theorem is true in case c) and then show 
that it is true in case b'). Suppose, then, that 
V 5 B .N A A AN A [e, AN 1 and that V ^ 1 . ,N . By the 
P ^ ^ P 
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hypothesis we have adopted, we may suppose that i 2 if p is 
odd and i ± 3 if p = 2 . Now V is a minimal counterexample and 
i - A ^ proper subvariety of V . Hence, by 2.2.6, the 
P 
finitely generated groups of V A B . N have max-n . To show — — 1 _ J_=c 
P 
that the theorem is true for ^ , it will be sufficient, by 5.2.1, 
to show that all finitely generated groups of V have max-n . 
Suppose, then, that G is a finitely generated group of V 
and put M = N (G) , L = B^  (M) . Let a, b f M . Now M is 1 jL 
p 
nilpotent of class at most 2 . Hence 
i-1 i-1 i-1 i-4 i-1 i-1 
(ab)P = aP bP Cb, a]P 'P ^ ^p ^p ^ ^ 
say, where c f ^  ._ (M') if p is odd and c f ^  ^^ 
pi 1 ' 2 ^ 
p = 2 . Now M' has prime exponent. Also, if p is odd, i ri 2 
and so B ) = E , and if p = 2 , i ± 3 and so 
P 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
B^  ._ (M') = E . Thus, in either case, (ab)P = a^ b^ 
2^ 
The above relation shows that every element of L is a 
^ p^ ^-th power of an element of j/ and, since 
M 
- i-1 
aP , b 
i-1 
= [a, b]P = e , that L is central in / . Now G/L , 
being a finitely generated group of V A B^  i-i^ ' max-n . 
P 
M Hence X/L is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G/L -
n by a L, ..., a,L , say. Thus, if n f , there are elements g. 1 X 
of G such that 
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n = 
t t X X 
where ^ ^ L . But then 
i-1 
n 
i-1 
P 
a. 
t \ 
t°t 
since ^ 
i-1 
= e 
Thus L is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G by the 
i-1 i-1 
elements a^ , ..., a^ 
X K 
We have said that L is central in M . Hence, if we denote 
Cg(L) by C , C ± M and so G/C is nilpotent. As L is 
finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G , it is also a 
finitely generated _Z(G/C)-module. However, by Theorem 1 of P. Hall 
[8], _Z(G/C) has the maximal condition on its right ideals. Thus, 
by a well known result of module theory (see, for example, 11.15 of 
[4]), L has maximal condition on its _Z(G/C)-submodules, which are, 
of course, precisely the normal subgroups of G contained in L . 
That is, L has max-G and so, since G/L has max-n , 2.2.5 
completes this part of the theorem. 
Thus we need only prove the theorem in cases a) and c). Firstly 
we establish some notation common to both cases. Denote 
by w and ^^ ^ ' gp(w» 
yi- \ y/i 
A Q and A Q = gp w^  , w by A^ . Denote 
gP 
/ 1-w , w y i ^ z by D and gp w , w y i f Z, t 1 
by B . Then B and D are central, and so normal, in F and 
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A ^ , A^] < B if i ^ j . 
Suppose, firstly, that N has exponent an odd prime p . We 
shall show that there is a relation, in F , of the form 
F I ( Y ) I 
= e 
where o t f^(y) = a^y + ... + a^y" f GF(p)(gp(y)} . Suppose, then, 
that no such relation holds. In particular, [w, w^] \ B . Thus 
A | ^ B and so A^B/B is non-abelian. Now B 5 D 5 A^B and D/B 
has order p . Also A^B/D = A^D/D is a 2-generator abelian group 
2 
of exponent p and so, of course, has order p . Hence A^B/B is 
a non-abelian group of order p and exponent p . Thus 
A B/B = T and ZfA B/b) = D/B . 
o p ^ o 
We wish to show that gp A B/B, y'^B = T cr C(°°) . It will 
P 
evidently suffice to show that the group generated by the conjugates 
I 
^ of A^B/B under powers of y" is their central product amalgamating 
i 
V their centre, D/B , and that y^B centralises D/B . The latter 
is immediate, as D is central in F , and to show the former we 
need only show that [ A ^ B / B , A^.B/B] = E if i ^ j and 
A^B/B n A^B/B = D/B , where A^B/B = gp ({A^B/B | j ^ j ^ i}) • 
The first of these follows immediately from our comment that 
A ^ , A^] 5 B if i ^^  j and, if a f A^B/B then a centralises 
A . B / B and if, further, a f A . B / B , then a f Z [ A . B / B ) = D / B , 
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which establishes the second. Hence gp A B/B, y'^B 
o ^ 
= T cr C(<») 
P 
and so, by 5.2.4, ^ < V , contradicting the assumptions of the 
theorem. Hence a relation of the type 
F . 
= e holds in 
Let u be an arbitrary element of N and let T be the 
endomorphism of F defined by 
T : y^ u , T : y^ H- y (i ± 2) . 
Then 
e = ex = w» w 
fi(y)i 
T = 
- c (y-l)X(y)l 
u ^ , u 
r 
u, u 
where 
o ^ (y ^-ij^'Cy-D'^f.Cy) = f j y ) f m p ) ( g p ( y ) ) • 
•1 
Let Uj^, u^ be arbitrary elements of N . Then 
e = 
^2' ^2 
fs^y^i fjCy)-
f3(y)i 
where 
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O t fgCy) = f2(y) - f2(y~^) = 
(This technique is evidently similar to one used in 5.2.2. We shall 
also have occasion to use it in the proofs of the remaining cases 
and we shall not there fill in the details.) 
Therefore, for all elements u^ and u^ of N , 
fsCyh 
= e . Denote Z(N) by Z . Then this relation 
implies that, for all elements u of N , u Z = Z and so, 
that F/Z has a law [x^, It follows that 
LX^. X^ J d is a law in F/Z , where f (x ) is a non-zero H o 
element of GF(p) 
r > 
gp which we may regard as an element of 
gP (xJ not divisible by p and d f A (X) . Hence, by 2.3.9, 
ApA ^ var(F/Z) and so, by ii) of 3.1.1, F/Z is nilpotent by 
finite exponent. Since Z is abelian, this contradicts the choice 
of V as a counterexample and so completes the proof of case c) when 
p is odd. 
gP 
Suppose now that N has exponent 4 . Denote 
i 
B. fw^) 2iy i e z D. (wO 2iy i f Z by L and by K and gp 
note that both K and L are normalised by y and since, in a 
group of X2 » squares are central, both K and L are central 
in N . We shall show that there is a relation in F of the form 
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w, w 2ig(y) . 3 
where o ^ f^(y) = a^y + ... + a^y^ 6 GF(2)(gp(y)) and 
g(y) i ^ C2)(gp(y)) . It will then follow, using methods similar to 
those used in the case of odd p , and in the proof of 5.2.2, that 
^ cannot be a counterexample. 
We shall supposethen, that no relation of this type holds in 
F . In particular, therefore, [w, w^ K . Thus A' K and so o ^ 
A^K/K is non-abelianj since it is generated by two elements of 
order 2 and is in ^  , it is a dihedral group of order 8 . Our 
definition of—¥75—allows tho interpretation that—T = A K/K—^ •we 
could have c h o s c n — — t o bo the dihedral group of order—0 , but in 
in the statement of 5.2.'t). We may now proceed, as with the case of odd 
p , to show that gp i, A^K/K, y-'^ K •= T2 cr C(°°) and so show that a 
relation of the type described above does, in fact, hold in F . 
This completes the proof of case c). 
Suppose, finally, that N is torsion-free. We shall show, as 
before, that there is a relation in F of the form 
w, w = e 
where o # f^(y) = a^y + ... + a^y" f z(gp(y)) . Suppose that this 
is not the case. Then, in particular, D/B is torsion-free and if 
(wV^c)b (c f D) is an element of Z (a^B/b) , then 
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r n my i r my t , 
W W c , wj = [w , wj ^ B and so m = 0 ; similarly, n = 0 and 
so D/B is the centre of A^B/B . By, for example, 1.63 of Derek 
J.S. Robinson [25], A B/B is torsion-free. Thus A B/B is a 
o o 
2-generator, non-abelian torsion-free group of ^ ^ with centre 
D/B . Proceeding as with case c), we may now show that 
gP A^B/B, y'^B A B/b) cr C(~) . 
Now, since A^B/B is finitely generated and torsion-free, it 
is residually of prime exponent, by Theorem 1 of Graham Higman [12] 
and so, obviously residually a 2-generator monolithic (that is, 
cyclic centre) group of ^ , for some prime p . A group of the 
latter type must be either abelian or isomorphic to T^ and so, 
since A B/B is not abelian, there must be at least one prime p 
o 
such that there is an epimorphism A^B/B -> T^ . Thus, by 22.11 of 
[19], there is an epimorphism A^B/B cr C(°°) ^  T^ cr C('») (the 
second half of the statement of 22.11 evidently guarantees that this 
result is applicable to crown products). Thus T^ cr C(°°) f V and 
so C < V , contradicting the assumptions of the theorem. 
Thus a relation 
w , w 
f^(y)l 
= e 
does, in fact, hold in F . Then, as in the proof of case c), we 
may show that, if u^, u^ are arbitrary elements of N , 
f3(y). 
= e , where f (y) is a non-zero element of 
o 
8 1 
z(gpCy)) . Denote Z(n) by Z . Then u^^^^Z = Z and so 
d i s a law in F/Z » where o f fx ) C Z gp (x ) 
2 ? and d f A (X) . Thus, by 2 .3 .9 , A ^ var(F/Z) and so , by 4 .2 .1 , 
^/Z ^ B N f o r some natural numbers d and m . Let B be a —ir— 
(f/2:) verbal subgroup of F defined by B/Z = ^B^'^P^ . Then B/Z f ^ 
But, since N is t o r s i on - f ree , so also is N/Z (see , f or example, 
8 1.63 of [ 25 ] ) . Thus / n N = Z . But 
6 F/l/ n N f N ^ V N 5 N , ' =CF=m =ma V ( r . )= Tnax c,d)=m 
(3 Hence, since n N is abelian, ^ cannot be a counterexample to 
the theorem. Thus the proof of case a ) , and, with i t , the proof of 
the theorem, i s complete. (The result as we stated i t in the 
introduction, that is f or ^ 5 [e» AN^ J replaced by 
^ - AN,1B^ .^  (n C , evidently follows immediately.) 
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CHAPTER 5 
A CRITERION FOR MAX-N 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish a partial dichotomy 
for the properties 'locally max-n' and 'locally residually 
finite' . We shall show that a metanilpotent variety ^ will have 
these properties precisely if ^ ^ for all primes p . The core 
of the proof will consist of showing the result for 'locally max-n' 
if V 5 N ^ . This will be done in Section 2. The deduction of the 
= = 2 = 
main theorems is then given in Section 3. 
6.2 Subvarieties of N^A 
We shall prove the following: 
6.2.1 PROPOSITION. Let ^ - and suppose that ^ ^ V 
for all primes p . Then all finitely generated groups in ^ have 
max-n . 
Proof. If V has finite exponent, then the finitely generated 
groups of V are finite and so certainly have max-n . Thus we may 
suppose that V has exponent zero. Evidently it will be sufficient 
to show that, if G is a finitely generated free group of V , then 
G has max-n . 
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Now, since ^ has exponent zero, the elements of G of finite 
order lie in G' and so form a fully invariant subgroup T of G . 
By Theorem 5 of [15], G has the maximal condition on its fully 
invariant subgroups, and so T has finite exponent. Thus, by 
2.2.4, there is a natural number m such that B (G') n T = E . =7n 
Therefore G f var(g/B^(G')) v var(G/T) and so, by 2.2.5, G will 
have max-n if the finitely generated groups of these varieties 
have max-n . Hence a proof of the proposition will follow from a 
proof in the cases 
a) ^ is torsion-free, 
b) V £ B ^ . 
Since G' is nilpotent, in case b) it is the direct product of its 
Sylow subgroups. Hence case b) will evidently follow from 
b') X - ^  -A » where p is prime. 
P 
The next step of the proof will be to show that b') follows from 
c) V < T ^ , where p is prime. 
Suppose, then, that we have shown the theorem in case c); that 
is, we have shown that if H is a finitely generated group in V 
and H' has exponent an odd prime p , or exponent 4 , then H 
has max-n . This yields the starting point for an inductive proof 
and so we shall further suppose that V < B .A and that all 
P 
finitely generated groups in V A B have max-n where i ± 2 
P 
if p is odd and i f: 3 if p = 2 . 
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Let G be a finitely generated group in V and denote 
= ^ • Suppose, for the time being, that B . (a^CG)) = E , 
P p^ 
where j = i-1 if p is odd and j = i-2 if p = 2 . Now G' 
is nilpotent of class 2 and so» if a, b f G' , 
i-1 i-1 i-1 . . 
(ab)P = aP bP [b. a]'' where k = p " - " ^ / 2 . 
i-1 i-1 i-1 
Hence, whether p is odd or even, (ab)^ = a^ b^ . Thus 
each element of L is a p^ ^-th power of an element of G' and 
so, since 
i-1 1 i-1 
= [a, b]P = e , L is central in G' . a^ , b 
By our inductive hypothesis, G/L has max-n . Thus G'/L is 
finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G/L - by 
a^^L, a^ L^ say. Hence, if b 6 G' , there are elements 
• • ' J ••• of G such that 
t t 
where I i L . But then 
b = 7 T (l < i^ 5 k, = ±l) 
b^ = "1 f a. , since V = e , 
t ^t 
i-1 ^i-1 
P P 
and so L is finitely generated, by a^ ^ , . . . , a^ , as a 
normal subgroup of G . Thus L is a finitely generated 
Z(G/Cg(L))-module. However, as L is central in G' , G/C^(L) is 
a finitely generated abelian group and so, by Theorem 1 of [8], 
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has maximal condition on its ideals. Hence, L has 
maximal condition on its G/C^CD-submodules. That is,- L has 
max-G . Thus, by 2.2.5, G has max-n as required. 
Suppose now that G is an arbitrary finitely generated group 
r 2 in V . Denote B . (G)] by K (j is the integer we defined 
P 
above). Then we have shown that G/K has max-n and so 
2 is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G , by 
2 
a^K, a^K say. Thus, if b f A (G) , there are elements 
gJ_^  •••» ••• » such that 
b = t^t a . . k (l 5 i^ 5 n, e^ = ±l) 
2 where k K . But then, as k {G) is abelian, 
b = a. , since k = e , 
t ^t 
and so K is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G by 
a^ , ..., a^ . It now follows, as before, that G has max-n 
Thus the inductive step is complete. 
We have shown, then, that we need prove 6.2.1 only in the two 
cases a) and c). As the proofs in these two cases are very 
similar, and rather long, we shall give the proof of case c) only 
and then indicate the alterations which would be required to give a 
proof of case a). 
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Suppose, then, that V < T^A and that ^ ^ V , where p is 
prime. Denote F^CV) by F and let yi^-.-^y^ be a free 
generating set of F . Denote 
y^ by y 
1^2» 
[y^. yg] by z 
z z^ 
1 -
by u. (i ^ Z) 
Z2> z^ 
In 
by v^ (i f _Z) 
1 -
by w^ (i ^ _Z) . 
Also, let B be defined as gp(z^, z^, y] . Then the major part of 
the remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that B 
has max-n . 
We note that A (F) is central in F' and of exponent p 
2 
(whether p be odd or even). Thus ^ (F) has a natural structure 
as a GF(p)F-module (or _^(p)(F/F')-module, or 
GF(p)(gp(y)]-module]. We shall have frequent occasion to use this 
structure or a variant of it. 
6.2.A. We shall show that, if p is an odd prime (the case 
p = 2 will be dealt with in 6.2.B), a relation of the following 
type must hold in F : 
u . V . W = e , 
where 
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i) u = 
g^Cy) 
u. 
1 
ii) V = 
h.(y) 
V . 
1 
iii) w = 
f^Cy) 
w. 
iv) g.(y), h.(y), f.(y) are all elements of OT(p)(gp(y)) 
and only a finite number of them are non-zero. 
^^ non-zero. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that no such relation holds. Denote 
X 
z^) by A^ and A^ by A^ . Define N ^ B by 
N = nsgpg{u^, v^, w^ I i» j ^ j 0} . Since we have assumed 
that no relation of the above type holds in F , w^ ^ N for all 
i f _Z and so Aj,N/N is non-abelian and its centre is generated by 
u-
vr[ N . Also, it is an elementary consequence of the definition of 
N that the elements of {A^N/N | i f _Z} centralise each other. 
We shall show that gp [{A^N/N | i f Z}] is the direct product 
of the A^N/N . It will evidently be sufficient to show that 
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(AQN/n) n (A^N/N ... A^N/N) 
is trivial for each n . Since the A^N/N centralise each other, 
this intersection is central in both A.N/N and fA,N/N ... A N/N] 
u n ^ 
Now it is easily seen that the centre of a product of subgroups 
which centralise each other is the product of their centres and so 
the above intersection is also 
Z[AQN/N) n Z(A^N/N) ... Z[A^N/N) 
i 
Thus, since Z(A^N/N] is generated by N , if this intersection 
non- werey^trivial there would be elements i^, ...» i^ of ^ ( p ) such 
that 
N/N 
n^y"" 
'S/o Wq N = w^ ... y N 
which would yield a relation u . v . w = e of the type above, 
which, for the time being, we are excluding. 
Thus gp({A^N/N I i f Z}] is the direct product of the A^ 
and so B/N = A^N/N wr C(oo) . But A^N/N , being a non-abelian 
group of ^ , generates ^ (in fact A^N/N = T^j , and so, by 
2.3.7, B/N generates l^A . But then ^ < T ^ < V . which 
contradicts the hypotheses of the proposition. Thus a relation, 
u . v . w = e , of the type described above does, in fact, hold in 
F . 
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6.2.B. Suppose now that p = 2 . We shall show that a relation 
of the following type must hold in F : 
u . V . w = e 
where 
i) u = u. 
1 
ii) V = V. 
1 
iii) w = 
f^Cy) 
w. , 1 
iv) g(y), h^(y), h(y)» f^(y) are all elements of 
GF(2)[gp(y)j and only a finite number of them are 
non-zero. 
v) ^Q^y) is non-zero. 
Define A^ (i f Z) as in 5.2.A and define M ^ B by 
M = nsgp 
B [i^i* 4 i» j f Z, j 0 If we assume 
that no relation of the above type holds in F , then w^ ^ M for 
all i ^ ^ and so A^M/M is non-abelian. Also A^M/M is generated 
by two elements of order 2 and is a group of ^^ • Thus A^M/M 
is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8. and> as in Chapter 
5, our definition of—^^—allowo the interpretation that 
A^M/M = With these comments, we may now continue, as in 6.2,A, 
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to show that a relation of the above type does, in fact, hold in F 
5.2.C. Let a denote the endomorphism of F defined by 
a : y2 ^^  e 
a : y. y^ i = 1, 3, 4, 5 . 
Then, whether p is odd or even, ua = wa = e and va = v . Thus 
e = ea = (uvw)a = v . Similarly, u = e , and so w = e . Thus, 
whether p is odd or even (and it will no longer be necessary to 
distinguish these cases), there is a relation in F : 
f^cy) 
w. = e 1 
W-. 
where f.(y) ^ GF(p)(gp(y)] , f^Cy) 0 
6.2.D. We recall that B = gp(z^, z^, y] . Denote 
nsgp B z^) by B^ and nsgPg({u^, v^, i f Z}) by B^ . 
Since B^ is normalised by y , it has a natural GF(p) (gp(y))-module 
structure. Let T be the torsion submodule of B^ with respect to 
this module structurej that is, let 
= / T ^a f B. = e for some non-zero element f(y) of 
GF(p)(gp(y)) . 
Since GF(p)[gp(y)] is an integral domain, the subset T so 
defined is in fact a submodule, T ^ B and B2/T is torsion-free 
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^ as a GF(p) (gp(y)]-module. Denote ^sgp^^^^ ({w^T | i by L 
Then L is also a torsion-free GF(p) (gp(y)]-module. In order to 
avoid becoming bogged down in a morass of notation we shall write 
the element w^T of L as w^ ; we shall make it clear when we 
revert to considering w^ as an element of F . 
6.2.E. Consider the endomorphism a of F defined by 
a : y, y^ 
a : y. ^^  y. i = 1, 2, 3 
Now u . a = u , » v . a = v Y , w , a = w . , and ya = y . Thus 1 1 1 1 1 1+1 
B^a 5 B^ and so» since ya = y , Ta 5 T . Also a leaves 
{w^ I i f Z} invariant and so a induces an endomorphism of L 
which commutes with the action of y . 
Consider, now, the polynomial ring GF_(p)[a, y] in the two 
commuting indeterminates O and y . We may define a 
^(p)[a, y]-structure on L by a^ = a^ and a^ = a^ for all 
a ^ L . Denote the annihilator of w^ in ^(p)[a, y] by M . 
Then M is an ideal of GF(p)[a, y] which, since the non-trivial 
f.(y) 
relation T T ^ . ^ = e holds in F , contains a non-zero element 1 
I f.(y)a^ . We also note that, since L is torsion-free as a 
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Hl(pUgP(y)}-niodule, it follows that, if h(a, y) f GF(p)[a, y] and 
f O ^  j;/(y) C GF(p)[y] and f(y)h(a, y) C M , then h(a. y) f M . 
n 
Denote by g(a. y) = I g (y)a^ an element of M with least 
i=0 
degree in a . Evidently, by the remark we have just made, we may 
assume that if g(a, y) is divisible by g(y) ^ ^ ( p ) [ y ] , then 
g(y) is a unit in GF(p)[y] . Now it follows from a general 
property of polynomial rings that, if h(a, y) is an arbitrary 
element of ^ ( p ) [ a » y] , then there exist elements h(y), l<(a, y) 
and f(a, y) , where the degree of f(a, y) in a is less than 
that of g(a, y) , such that 
h(y)h(a, y) = k(a, y)g(a, y) + f(a, y) . 
If h(a, y) f M , then f(a, y) = 0 , by the minimality of 
g(a» y) . Hence, in particular, h(y) | k(a, y)g(a, y) and so 
h(y) I ak(a, y) for some a f GF(p) , by what we have said above. 
Thus, whenever h(a, y) f M there exists an element 
k'(a, y) € ^ ( p ) [ a , y] such that 
h(a, y) = k'(a, y)g(a, y) . 
6.2.F. Consider the endomorphism T^ of F defined by 
I 
I • • y , ^ y 
T^ : y^ y^ i = 2, 3, 4, 5 
where £ f N . Then u^T^ = u^^ , v^x^ = v^^ and w^T^ - w^^ . 
Thus B^T^ ^ B^ and so Ti^ 5 T . Thus T^ induces an endomorphism 
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of L and we have, if h.(y) w. f L , 
h^Cy)^ 
^ X 
w. 1 T„ = 
h. 1 .y , 
'I - . " u X 
Hence, if h(a, y) f M , then h [a^, y^) f M for all ^ f N 
6.2.G. We shall show - and this rather technical detail is the 
key point of the proof of the proposition - that, for some 
a € GF(p) and m f N , g^(y) = ay"^  . The first step will be to 
show that (y-1) I g^ -^y) • w® suppose that (y-1) | gj^ (y) , 
we shall show it follows that (y-1) | g^(y) whenever 0 5 i 5 n 
and so that (y-1) | g(a, y) , contrary to our supposition in 6.2.E. 
By what we have shown in 6.2.E and 6.2.F, there exist elements 
k^(a, y) (£ f N) such that 
y^] = y)g(a, y) 
(We note, for future reference, that by equating the coefficients of 
the highest powers of O in these expressions, we obtain that 
g (y) I g (y } fo^ all f .] Choose Z to be greater than n 'n • ""n 
and not divisible by p ; np + 1 say. Denote (t-l)n by t and 
t 
I 
i = 0 
L
write k^(a, y) = k.(y)a^ . 
Equating coefficients of in the equation above, we obtain 
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We claim that Cy-1) | k^(y) . For, write g^(y) = (y-l)\(y) , 
where (y-1) | hCy) . Then 
= k^(y)(y-l)®h(y) . 
I .^s^ r l ^ 
Thus (l + ... + y ^ = k (y)h(y) . since I is not a 
multiple of p , (y-1) | (l + .. . + y'^ ® . Hence (y-1) | k^(y) 
as, otherwise, (y-1) I h(y'^) and so (y-1) h(y) , contrary to 
supposition. 
We shall now show, by a downwards induction, that 
(y-1) I g^(y) whenever 0 < i 5 n . If i = n , this is simply the 
hypothesis and so we may suppose that 0 < i < n and that 
(y-1) I g^_j(y) whenever 0 5 j < i . Then, by equating 
coefficients of ^ ^ in the equation 
g(y^» o ^ ] = y) > 
we obtain 
Hence (y-1) | ^ ^ ^ ' * 
completing the inductive step. Hence (y-1) | g^(y) (0 S i < n) 
if (y-1) I g^Cy) • Thus (y-1) i g^(y) . 
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Now, as we noted above, I ^ n ^^^ I ^ . Let 
fi be the set of roots of g^^Cy) in its splitting field over 
/ 
GFCp) . Then, if a C , a f for all £ f N . However, fi 
• I • r^  s IS a finite set and so, for some integers r > s , a = a . Then, 
s unless a = 0 , a = 1 is also a root of g^(y) » which, of 
course, is not consistent with the already proven fact that 
Cy-1) I • Thus all the roots of g^(y) are zero and so, for 
some a f ^ ( p ) and m ^ N , g(y) = ay"^  , as we set out to prove. 
Returning to the notation of 5.2.D, this implies that L has a 
relation w„ = w^ or, by a slight rearrangement. n i=0 
n-1 f.(y) 
w = 1 r w. 
^ i = 0 ^ 
where f^(y) = - a ^y ^g^(y) • 
6.2.H. We shall now use this relation to show that B has 
max-n . We note that we shall now consider the w^ as elements of 
F , rather than of B/T . The relation above implies that 
f.(y) 
w = n w,^ t^ (t^ . T) . 
Also, as the endomorphism of F which maps y to y ^ and leaves 
the other free generators fixed leaves T invariant. 
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fi(y"') w -n w . -1 S (to ^ T] . 
Now t^ and t^ are elements of T , the ^(p)(gp(y)) torsion 
submodule of B^ . Hence there is a non-trivial element h(y) of 
GFCp)(;gp(y)) such that t^^^^ = t^ J^ ^^  = e . Let T. denote the 
set {t C T 1 = e} of elements of B^ annihilated by h(y) 
Then t^, t^ f T^ and T^ 5 B . 
Thus a relation 
w T = n 1 
n-1 f.(y) 
holds in F . Recall the definition of the endomorphism a of F , 
As this leaves B^ and y invariant, it will also leave T^ 
invariant. Hence applying a^ (j ^ 0) to this relation we obtain 
w .T = ... . 
^^^ ^ 1=0 
n-1 f.(y) 
w ^ T^ (j ^ 0) . 
Similarly we obtain relations 
w .T, = -n-] 1 i=0 
T^ (j i 0) . 
Thus, for all integers k , 
n)) 
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a n d s o , f o r e a c h i n t e g e r k » t h e r e a r e e l e m e n t s f . ( y ) s u c h t h a t 
1 »k 
" k ^ = 
n - l f ^ ( y ) 
w. • T . 
i = - n t i 
C o n s i d e r t h e e n d o m o r p h i s m p o f F d e f i n e d by 
P : Y h ^ y 2 
P : y ^ ^ y . i = 1 , 2 , 3 . 
T h e n B ^ p < B^ a n d y p = y ; so T ^ p < T ^ , and 
1 1 
+ n - l f ( y ) 
i = - n + l . 
f o r e a c h i n t e g e r k . T h u s , i n p a r t i c u l a r . 
< n } 
S i m i l a r l y , 
B / T ^ ^ ^ V l 
n } ) . 
T h u s , 
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B^/T^ = ""^SPg/^^fiu. , v., w. I i ^ Z}J 
and so finitely generated as a normal subgroup of B/T^ . 
Hence B^/T^ is a finitely generated GF(p)fgp(y)]-module. 
But, by Theorem 1 of [8], the latter has maximal condition on its 
ideals. Hence ^^^ maximal condition on its 
GF(p) (gp(y)j-submodules. That is ^^^ max-B/T^^ . But B/B^ 
is a finitely generated metabelian group and so, by 2.2.6, has 
max-n . Thus, by 2.2.5, B/T^ has max-n . 
As ^^^ maximal condition on its GF(p) [gp(y )}-submodules, 
the torsion submodule T/T^ is 'bounded'; that is, there is an 
element, f(y) , of mp)(gp(y)) such that, if t f T , t^^^^ f T^ 
But then, recalling the definition of h(y) , -f-f^ Y^ ^^ y) = ^ , Let 
g(y) = h(y)f(y) and denote by S the set | b f B^j . 
We claim that S n T = E . For, let b f S n T . Then, since 
b € S , b = a®^^^ for some element a of B2 • Also, since 
b f T , a®*'^ ^ f T and so a f T . Thus b = a^ -^^ ^ = e . (This 
result is evidently a module analogue of 2.2.4.) Now S 3 B and, 
since T ^ ^ B/T has max-n . Thus to show that B has max-n 
it will be sufficient, by 2.2.5, to show that B/S has max-n . 
Consider gp(B„/S, yS) ^ A A . Recalling the definition of S , 
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it is evident that this group has a law of the form 
d ^ AA(X)) where k(x^) is a non-zero element of 
gP (>^ 3) GFCp) Thus, by 2.3.9, A A ^^  var gp(B /S, yS) and so. 
by 2.3.5, y S centralises B^/S for some natural number n 
Denote gp B,. y n by D . Then B : D = n and so, since B is 
finitely generated, D is finitely generated. Also, D/B^ f A"^  and 
2i B^/S is central in D/S . Thus D/S ^ [E* A J . By the hypothesis 
of the theorem, ^^ ^ var(D/S) and so, by 5.1.1 and 2.2.6, D/S 
has max-n . Thus, since |B : D| is finite, B/S also has 
max-n . Hence B has max-n , as we set out to prove. 
REMARK. We have here used for the first time the assumption 
that C Y. ' Previously the proof depended only on the assumption 
that T A i V . 
6.2.1. As B has max-n , nsgPg({w. | i ^ Z}] is finitely 
generated as a normal subgroup of B . We may suppose, then, that 
it is generated as a normal subgroup of B by {w^ |il < m} for 
some natural number m . Thus there are elements g^^j^Cy) 
GF(p)(gp(y)} such that 
m 
i = -m 
w. 
1 
k f Z . 
From these relations in the free generators of a free group of V 
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recall the definition of w^ and yj, we deduce the following laws 
of V 
k 
m 
i = -m 
X,., X. k f Z . 
Suppose that G is a finitely generated group in ^ and that 
a, b ^ G' , g ^ G . Now the law above is a law in G ; 
substitute a for X2 » b for x^ and g for x^, x^ and x^ 
Then, noting that 
k-1 
[a, g], [b, g] g 
r k-i g+1 r k + 1--1 r k-1-
= a, a, b® a, b^ 
-g 
it is elementary, but tedious (and so we omit the proof) to show 
that these relations imply that 
a, b 
for each integer k 
ki g ^ nsgp^ 
1-
a, b g < m 
Now G/A^(G) is a finitely generated metabelian group and so, 
by 2.2.6, has max-n . Thus G'/A^G) is finitely generated as a 
normal subgroup of G/G" - by a^G", . . . , a^G" say. Thus A^CG) 
is generated as a normal subgroup of G by 
a., a. I < i 5 j < k , g f G -
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To prove that G has max-n it will evidently be sufficient to 
show that G" is finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G and 
so» to show that, for each pair i, j ( I 5 i 5 j 5 k ) , 
nsgp. a. , a. 
. 1 3 g ^ G is finitely generated as a normal 
subgroup of G . Thus the proof of case c) of Proposition 6.2.1 
will follow from: 
' 6.2.2 LEMMA. Let G he a finitely generated group of N ^ 
(c ± 2) and denote N^(G) by N . Suppose that, for some natural 
number m ^ the following condition is satisfied: 
whenever a f N ^ b ^ N _ (N) {or ^ ^ if c = 2) and 
g ^ G . a, b^  f nsgp. 
i-i 
a, b g < m for each 
integer k . 
Then J if a, b are as above, there is a finite subset 
(= ^ (^a, b)j of G such that 
nsgp. >, b^] I h f G 7 J - nsgp^ a, b^] I h f fi 
(NOTE. This lemma is, of course, much more general than we 
require here. We shall, however, find occasion to use the full 
generality in Section 6.3). 
Proof. As G/N is a finitely generated nilpotent group, it is 
polycyclic. Thus there is a series 
N = Hq < H^ 2 ... 5 H. < ... < H^ = G 
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of subgroups of G such that is cyclic. Hence we may 
choose elements g^ ,^ . . . , g^ of G such that 
H. = gp(gj_» •••»g-»N] ( I 5 j 5 r ) . We shall prove, by induction 
on j , that for each j , and each pair of elements a, b 
[a C N» b ^ there is a finite subset ( = b)) 
of G such that 
nsgp, f/ r Kh-•i a, b h f H. = nsgpg a, b^] I h f fi^ 
If i = 0 , nsgpg a, I h f H 0 = nsgpQ([a, b]) as, 
for every element d of N , [a, b^] = [a, b] . Thus we may take 
^^(a, b) = {e} for every pair a, b . Suppose, then, that for some 
j 1 , we have demonstrated the existence of the sets . Then 
nsgp. II r K^l -i a, b h C H^ 
= nsgpg a, b hg 
1-
h f i ^ Zj 
where g = gj > 
= nsgpg a, b hg 
i-r 
h f < m 
by the initial hypothesis of the lemma, 
= nsgpg a, b h e H..^. < m h 
- H..^ 3 H. . 
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= nsgp^ a, b h e n : S m 
where fil ^ = U . 
i D-i a, b^ » i 5 m 
= nsgp^ II ~ Khi h f b) II 
where ^^^(a, b) = ^g^h | h f < m / Thus, as b) 
is finite, the inductive step is complete. Thus, by taking 
b) = b) , the proof of the lemma follows. 
Thus the proof in case c) is complete. For the proof in case 
a), apart from substituting ^ for GF(p) throughout, there are 
only three points at which the proof we have given requires 
substantial alteration. Firstly, consider 5.2.A. Then, in case 
a), A^N/N is a 2-generator, non-abelian, torsion-free group of 
and so A^N/N = F^ (N2) ^ (a^N/n) = (a^N/n)' is generated 
by Wq N . With these remarks the proof in 6.2.A now carries over 
to case a). 
Secondly, consider 6.2.G. The 'slight rearrangement' of the 
elements gj^Cy) in the last sentence of that section depends on the 
fact that a is invertible. In case a), when a ( Z , this, of 
course, requires proof. Note that a may be taken positive, and 
then it is the greatest integral divisor of • Assume a > 1 
and consider the equations we used in 6.2.G to show that 
(y-1) I • ^ greatest integral divisor of 
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g^(y^) and so k^(y) is primitive. We may now continue, as with 
the proof that (y-1) | g^^Cy) , to show that a | g(a, y) - an 
evident contradiction. Hence a = 1 and the proof in 6.2.G carries 
over to the case a). 
Finally, the proof in 6.2.H, that B/S has max-n , requires 
alteration. We recall that g(y) satisfies t®^^^ = e , whenever 
t ^ T . As, in case a), F is torsion-free, we may suppose that 
g(y) is a primitive element of z[gp(y)J - that is, the 
coefficients of powers of y have no non-unit common factor in _Z . 
Thus 
2.3.9, A A !: var 
is a law of gp(B /S, yS) and so, by i) of 
for all primes p . Hence, by gp(B2/S, yS) 
2.3.3 and 2.3.4, gpjBg/S, yS) f N ^ for some natural numbers c 
and n . Thus, if b f B^ , b ^^ ^^  C S . Denote gp y 
n 
D . Then B : D = n and so D is finitely generated. Also 
by 
n ^ c 
^ ^ 5 S , D/S f lA^, cE r.2 Thus A (D) 5 B2 , and since B^ 
repeated application of 5.1.1, shows that D/S , and so B/S , is 
abelian by nilpotent by finite exponent and so, by 2.2.6, B/S has 
max-n . 
Apart from these alterations, the proof of case a) is 
substantially the same as the one we have given. The proof of 
Proposition 6.2.1 is therefore complete. 
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6.3 Metanilpotent varieties 
In this section, we shall extend the result of 5.2.1 to all 
metanilpotent varieties. We shall also show that a similar result 
holds when 'max-n' is replaced by 'residual finiteness'. 
6.3.1 THEOREM. Let ^ be a metanilpotent variety. Then the 
finitely generated groups of V have max-n if and only if ^ ^ ^ 
for all primes p . 
Proof. If Cp -'1. fo^ some prime p , then ^ contains an 
uncountable number of 2-generator groups, by Theorem 8 of [8] and 
so, in particular, F^CV) does not have max-n . 
Suppose, then, that £p ^ ^  for all primes p and that 
V < N N, for some natural numbers c and d . We shall argue by = =c=d 
induction on c . If c = 1 , the result follows from 2.2.6 and 
so we may suppose that c > 1 and that, for all d , if H is a 
finitely generated group of V A , then H has max-n . 
We shall require some notation: 
let F denote F^(V) ; 
let y^, . • • » • • • ^ generating set of F ; 
let w denote 
L^i' ^d+J' t^d+2' y2d+2J' ^m' y j 
^ where m = (c-2)(d+l) + 1 and -ji - (c-l)(d+l) ; 
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let z denote ^(c-i)(d+i)ti' ^ c i d + i y ' 
let y denote y c(d+l)+l ' 
Then z f and w e 
Denote gp(w, z» y) by H and gp 
r 1 1 
J y y i f Z 
^/J 
by 
E^ . Then H^ 5 H . Suppose, for the time being, that c > 2 . 
Then, by 1.7 of [9], is generated by all left-normed 
commutators of weight c in the generators of H^ ^ . A commutator 
of this kind vanishes if at least one of its entries is a conjugate 
of w : for w f > ^ ^ Id^^^ * ^ " ^ 
= E . Hence is generated by commutators 
involving only conjugates of z . Now is a finitely 
generated group of V a N and so, by our inductive hypothesis. 
has max-n . Hence 
nsgp 
kn 
is finitely 
generated as a normal subgroup of H/N^_^(hJ and so there is a 
natural number - n-, and, for each integer k , an element f^^j^Cy) 
of Z(gp(y)) and an element Uj^  of I^.^fHi) such that 
kn 
z, w y 
+n 
= u k i=-n 
z, w 
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Consider the endomorphism T of F defined by 
T : y^ e if i = i 
: y^ ^^  y^ if i > 1 . 
Then WT = e , ZT = z and yi = y . Also UJ^ T = UJ^  (recall that 
\ is a produot of commutators involving only powers of z under 
conjugates of powers of y ]. Thus, on applying x to the 
relations above, we find that Uj^  = e . If c = 2 , then, by 
6.2.1, H has max-n and so relations of the type above (with 
Uj^  = e } again hold. 
Now w, z and y involve non-overlapping subsets of the free 
generating set of F and so we may, independently, replace w, z 
or y by endomorphic images in F (the technique is similar, for 
example, to that used in the proof of 2.3.1). But we have chosen 
w, z and y so that their endomorphic images generate 
» ^^^ ^ respectively - in fact, in the last 
case every element of F is an endomorphic image of y . To avoid 
the Slough of Notation, we suppress the otherwise easy proof of the 
fact that this implies that, if a ^ ^ ( F ) and b f 
and g ^ F , 
nsgp, 
ki 
a, b g k ^ Z = nsgp^ a, b g 5 n 
Also, as every finitely generated group G of V is a homomorphic 
image of F , such relations will hold in G . 
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Denote by L . By our induction hypothesis, 
G/L . being a finitely generated group of V a n , has max-n 
— =c - l=a 
Thus ^(G)/L and (n^(G))/L are finitely generated as normal 
subgroups of G/L - by a^L, a^L and b^L b^L , 
respectively, say. Thus, as L = [^(G), N^_2Cn^(G)}] , L is 
generated as a normal subgroup of G by 
I 5 i < r , l < j 5 s , g f G 
(recall that L is central in N^(G) ]. Hence, by 6.2.2, L is 
finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G . But L is central 
in ^ ( G ) and so G/Cg(L) is nilpotent. Hence, by Theorem 1 of 
[8], _z(G/Cg(L)j has maximal condition on its right ideals and so 
L has max-G . Thus, by 2.2.5, G has max-n and the proof of 
Theorem 6.3.1 is complete. 
5.3.2 THEOREM. Let ^ be a metanilpotent variety. Then the 
finitely generated groups of V are residually finite if and only 
i/ ^ V for all primes p . 
Proof. If C 5 V for some prime p , then T cr C(<») f V =p - P 
and we have shown, as part of the proof of 5.2.4, that T^ cr CC-) 
is finitely generated but not residually finite. 
Suppose, then, that C^ ^ V for all primes p and that 
V < N N. for some natural numbers c and d . It will evidently 
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be sufficient to prove, by induction on c , that if G is a 
finitely generated monolithic group in V with monolith M , then 
G is finite. If c = 1 , the result follows from Theorem 1 of 
[11] and so we may suppose that c > 1 . G <[ N N and that all 
finitely generated groups of a V are, for every d' f N , 
residually finite. 
Denote by Z . Then Z is a non-trivial normal 
subgroup of G and so Z ± M . Denote C^iZ) by C and the split 
extension of Z by G/C , by H . Since G has max-n , Z is 
finitely generated as a normal subgroup of G and so H is 
finitely generated. Also, as Z is central in N^(G) , G/C is 
=d 
nilpotent and so H is abelian by nilpotent. Thus, by Theorem 1 of 
[11], H is residually finite. 
We make the identification necessary to ensure that Z is a 
normal subgroup of both G and H ; the G-normal and H-normal 
subgroups of Z are then the same. We claim that H is monolithic 
with monolith M . For suppose that K 3 H and that K ^ M . 
Since K n Z 2 H , then also K n Z ^ G and so, since M ^ K n Z , 
K n Z = E . Thus, as K and Z are normal subgroups of H , 
[K, Z] = E . But Z is a self-centralising normal subgroup of H 
and so K = E . Hence H is a monolithic, residually finite group 
and so is finite. In particular, G/C is finite and so C is 
finitely generated, and, of course, Z and M are finite. 
Suppose we have shown that all finitely generated groups in 
' e n N 1 a V are residually finite. Let K be a normal 
subgroup of C maximal with respect to not containing the monolith 
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M . Then C/K is monolithic. Hence, since C , and so C/K , is a 
finitely generated group of A V , C/K is finite. 
Thus the normaliser of K in G has finite index in G and so K 
has only a finite number of conjugates in G . If K^ is the 
intersection of all these conjugates, K^ G and- G/K^ is finite. 
But M ^ K^ ; thus K^ ^ = E and so G is finite in this case. 
We may therefore suppose that G f [e, N N^l a V : that is, 
that C = G . Since Z is finite, we also have G ^ A N for 
some n £ . Let k be a natural number greater than cd + c + 1 
and also greater than the cardinality of some finite generating set 
of G . Denote F, (var G) by F and let y , . . . , y, be a free 
generating set of F . Then ^ • B^t F is a 
finitely generated group in ^ and so, by 6.3.1, has max-n . 
Since N fN^(F)] is central in F , it is finitely generated; 
since it is also of finite exponent it is finite. 
Denote 
- y i ( d + l ) + l ' y ( i + l ) ( d + l ) J 
by w. (0 5 i 5 c-1) and by y . Then 
1 
WQ, i f Z 
IS a subset of the finite group N^.^ll^^F)) and so cannot be 
infinite. Thus, for some distinct integers r and s , 
Ill 
r -1 s 
^n» •••» OS w .y c-2' c-1 
and so, for the natural number t = |r-s| , 
V 2 ' w c-1^ = e . 
Denote N^(F) by N and ^ ( F ) by B . Then, as N^ is defined 
by the word 
relation implies that 
lX^, ...» =t ^^ ^^^ word x^ , the above 
N, . . . , N, [N, B]] = E 
and so, in particular, that [N, B] has class at most c - 1 . But 
B/N n B = NB/N has class at most d , and N n B/[N, B] is central 
in B/[N, B] . Thus B/jL-Pr^ is nilpotent of class at most d + 1 . 
Hence B f N , and so F f N . As G is a 
nomomorphic image of F , G f also. Since G/^(G) is 
finite, ^ ( G ) is finitely generated and so, by our inductive 
hypothesis, is residually finite. Thus, by 26.12 of [19], G is 
residually finite and so is finite, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
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